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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Introduction and Rationale for the Study 

 

The Regulators’ Alliance for Progressing Infrastructure Development (RAPID) was formed to 
facilitate the development of future water infrastructure and regulatory frameworks and is a 
collaboration between the Water Services Regulation Authority (Ofwat), the Environment 
Agency and the Drinking Water Inspectorate. RAPID works closely with the Welsh 
Government and Natural Resources Wales who advise on Welsh matters.  
 
It was recognised by RAPID and Ofwat in 2019 that a national-scale tool that enables 
identification of potentially cost-efficient combinations of water supply options and water 
transfers in England and Wales could be in the public interest. RAPID contracted this project 
as part of its effort to accelerate the development of new water infrastructure and design 
future regulatory frameworks in England and Wales. In particular, this project constitutes one 
of the approaches used by RAPID to improve its understanding of the potential options 
available to address future water deficits in England as identified through The National 
Framework (NF) for Water Resources published in March 2020 by the Environment Agency. 
The NF identified a deficit of 3,435 Ml/d in England by 2050 if no new water infrastructure 
development occurs between 2025 and 2050. In this project the spatial scope of this 
modelling was extended to include both England and Wales to consider cross border shared 
sources.  
 
RAPID aims to identify cross-company strategic water resource options that help meet water 
demands over the next 5–15 years and beyond. RAPID also aims to facilitate the coordinated 
development of these Strategic Resource Options (SROs) so that they are in the construction 
stage by 2025–2030 and can increase the resilience of national water supplies. 

Objectives of this study 

This project builds on and uses a tool able to identify efficient mixes of future supply and 
transfer options nationally using existing water company data. A supply-demand model for 
England and Wales provides a top-down view of how different independent water supply 
areas called water resource zones (WRZs) could work together in England and Wales to cost-
effectively meet estimated annual water demands. The supply-demand model includes local 
water supply options and transfers documented in water company plans from 2019. This 
includes transfers that were considered feasible by water companies but not included in 
water company plans and new water transfers not in company plans. The model helps identify 
cost-effective portfolios, choosing from over four thousand water supply options. 
 
RAPID’s objectives for the project included: 
• Identifying options that are frequently identified (in several supply and demand 

scenarios) as potentially cost effective. 
• Assessing how the SROs perform against other options. 
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• Identifying new transfers that may provide greater benefits at a lower cost than those 
previously explored so that the regions and water companies can consider them 
further. 

Project Methodology 

An annual water supply-demand model aggregated spatially into independent water supply 
service areas (water resource zones, or ‘WRZs’) is used. The model is built using Pywr, a 
generalised Python-based open-source simulation modelling library for network-based 
resource system models. A Pywr model simulates water allocation over time at user-defined 
time steps using a mass-balance approach. Pywr can be adapted to different applications and 
is typically used to simulate detailed physically-based water systems at daily or weekly time-
steps. In this application, it has been adapted for a simpler purpose: to simulate the WRZ 
annual water balance and annual water transfers between WRZs. Transfers are used to fill 
deficits in WRZs using more local sources first (shorter distance transfers are preferentially 
used over longer ones). If a WRZ deficit is unavoidable, this is recorded.  
 
The supply-demand simulation model runs quickly which allows it to be connected to a multi-
criteria global search (optimisation) algorithm that can consider multiple objectives when 
selecting options. In this study, we select options based on two option attributes (minimising 
local supply costs and minimising transfer costs), but in principle, any attributes of options 
could be used to identify efficient (optimised) water supply-demand system designs at 
national scale. This optimisation can be set up for a single year, or for multiple years, in which 
case an annual programme of capacity expansion is the output.  
 
The model does not select a preferred plan nationally or for any region and is not intended to 
replicate or replace the more detailed assessments and option comparison needed to 
produce regional plans and WRMPs. The selection of supply options or transfers in the model 
does not therefore mean that those are the ‘right’ or ‘best’ options. Instead, the model uses 
cost information from water resource management plans 2019 (WRMP19) to explore 
potentially cost-efficient complementary bundles of options and transfers for further study, 
considering how different zones might most efficiently contribute to meeting national water 
demands. The results are dependent on the option cost information provided at WRMP19.  
 
The model’s consideration of thousands of potential new transfers (those not previously 
scoped or included in plans) is necessarily simplified due to the lack of more detailed 
information. In particular, distances of transfers are calculated as the crow flies rather than 
by reflecting the detailed route the transfer would take. The model does not consider physical 
barriers to transfers, except for calculating the pumping costs needed to overcome elevation. 
Due to a lack of transfer costing information, a generic transfer costing formula is used, which 
will be less accurate than a specific cost evaluation. Model results are therefore a function of 
the approximated cost of transfers. There is no modelling of water quality or environmental 
impacts of transfers within the model. These, and other limitations of the study, mean that it 
should not be used to select preferred water resources options. Instead, the model identifies 
portfolios of potentially cost beneficial options for further exploration in more detailed work 
being carried out by regional groups and water companies.  
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Application of the Model to England and Wales 

This project extended an annual supply-demand model of England originally built for the 
National Framework for Water Resources to also include Wales to consider the possibility of 
cross border water transfers. The supply-demand model for England and Wales is run 
annually with data derived from the WRMP19 tables for England and Wales. Supply and 
demand data are reported at the WRZ level and represented by water available for use 
(WAFU) and distribution input (DI) plus headroom, respectively. Transfers do not form part 
of the supply options allocated to a WRZ; rather, surplus supply from one WRZ can be 
transferred to a WRZ in deficit if a transfer link between them exists. The model was run under 
a subset of water demand scenarios used in the National Framework exercise published by 
the Environment Agency in March 2020. Full details of the data used in the National 
Framework modelling is available in Appendix 1 of the National Framework report 
(explanation of modelling approach and assumptions made). 
 
The model includes existing water transfers and potential future transfers which fall into three 
categories: (1) preferred transfer links according to a list of company transfers that companies 
plan to implement after 2025; (2) feasible transfers which companies have considered, but 
do not appear in the current published company water resources plans; and (3) possible 
future transfers between neighbouring (adjacent) WRZs. The model can vary the volume and 
direction of water transferred subject to a specified maximum capacity. 
 
The geographical start and end points of water company preferred and feasible transfers are 
set according to documented transfer descriptions. Start and end points of possible future 
transfers are assumed to be at major surface water abstraction licence points [obtained from 
the National Abstraction Licence Database (NALD) for England and the Permitting and 
Licensing System (PALS) for Wales]. The five largest surface water abstraction points per WRZ 
are hypothesised as possible transfer start and finish points, and the transfers between all 
possible combinations of these abstraction points between each pair of adjacent WRZs are 
considered as possible transfer routes by the model. This means that each pair of adjacent 
WRZs has a maximum of 25 possible transfer combinations considered by the supply-demand 
model. 
 
Transfers between WRZs make use of canals or rivers where doing so would reduce the 
pipeline length (and transfer cost). Transfers using rivers are unidirectional, flowing in the 
direction of river flow. Transfers making use of existing canals are considered bidirectional, 
and are restricted to a capacity of 50 Ml/d. While a simple method to estimate the pumping 
costs to overcome elevation is implemented for pipeline transfers, pumping costs associated 
with canals would be more complex and likely specific to each canal, and therefore are not 
considered.  
 
The model incorporates a dataset of new possible local supply options for each WRZ as per 
the 2019 water company plans, in which the costing of options has been recalculated. Each 
supply option is assigned a WAFU and a cost. WRZ local supply options use average increment 
social costs (AISCs) estimated by water companies and based around full utilisation of the 
option. As costing estimates are not available for most transfers, a water costing model 
updated from Ofwat (2007) is used to approximate the cost of each possible future transfer. 
This costing model is also applied to water company preferred and feasible transfers as the 
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cost curves used in the model to estimate transfer costs require transfer costs for a range of 
transfer capacities, whereas the AISCs given for company preferred and feasible transfers 
assume full utilisation.  

Design Formulations Implemented in this Study 

The supply-demand model for England and Wales can be linked to an external search 
algorithm to identify efficient bundles of options that meet objectives specified by the user. 
The objectives used in this study are to minimise ‘total local supply cost’ and ‘total transfer 
cost’, while also solving the deficit. Other or further option characteristics could be optimised 
in future. This design problem formulation constitutes an optimisation model that selects 
portfolios of local WRZ supply options and new inter-WRZ transfers to avoid deficits and 
minimise new supply option and transfer costs. This allows exploration of alternative cost-
efficient national-scale water supply system designs which rely on different proportions of 
local supplies vs. transfers. 
 
The design formulation was executed for the year 2050 for the three National Framework 
demand scenarios. If a WRZ deficit in 2050 could be avoided due to the supply options, 
transfers, and the WRZ demand scenario specified, the deficit was recorded.  
 
Sensitivity analysis of results to costs, demand scenarios, resilience levels (DO at different 
levels of reliability), and regional extent and scope of water transfers was conducted. In design 
mode, the model can be used to assess the impact of various combinations of policies on the 
system’s most cost-effective designs. More generally, because two objectives are pursued, 
for any scenario, the planner can select and examine the most cost-efficient designs for any 
extent of use of water transfers (ranging from avoiding transfers and relying on local WRZ 
supplies to using transfers whenever possible).  

Summary of Results 

1. Greater collaboration, through the use of inter-regional transfers, has the potential to 

reduce total costs and help balance supply and demand. This supports the case for 

strategic planning beyond individual water company boundaries as the regional 

groups are currently doing. 

2. Results suggest that planning at an England and Wales scale and exploiting new 

potentially cost-efficient connections decreases total water supply costs including 

transfer cost (expressed as average incremental social costs) by up to 24% compared 

to current company plans; 9% of that cost reduction is due to being willing to transfer 

water between regions. 

3. The model, through seeking efficient solutions at an England and Wales scale, can 

meet higher demands, including for the environment in the form of reduced 

abstraction, at higher service levels at a cost similar to currently planned water 

supplies. 

4. Infrastructure costs are sensitive to per-capita consumption, drought resilience and 

sustainability changes. Demand management is included in the core scenarios and 

demand management costs are not included in the comparison of infrastructure costs. 
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Table demonstrating the sensitivity of infrastructure costs to demand, drought 

resilience and sustainability reductions 

Scenario Per-capita 

consumption 

Drought 

Resilience 

Sust. 

reductions 

Total 

costs 

% Change 

relative to 

central 

Demand 

127 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

730.5 
£M/yr + 101% 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

362.8 
£M/yr - 

110 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

230.5 
£M/yr −36.5%  

Resilience 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 362.8 
£M/yr 

+ 51.3% 

118 l/h/d 1:200 721 Ml/d 239.8 
£M/yr 

- 

118 l/h/d WRMP19 721 Ml/d 119 
£M/yr −50.4% 

Sust. 

Reductions 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 362.8 
£M/yr 

+ 15.3% 

118 l/h/d 1:500 523 Ml/d 314.6 
£M/yr 

- 

118 l/h/d 1:500 250 Ml/d 217.9 
£M/yr 

−30.7%  

 

 

5. The selection of transfers is sensitive to the requirements for treatment, and the 

further costs that treatment implies.  

6. The observed patterns of local supply and transfer investment appear to be 

significantly driven by meeting demand in London and South East England. 

7. There are no supply demand imbalances in Wales that would cause Wales to import 

water from England. It might be cost effective to import some water from Wales to 

England, but an absence of either significant surpluses or future potential local supply 

options in Wales limits transfers from Wales in this model. Although the Vyrnwy 

transfer is prominent among cost-effective solutions, it is classified as a transfer from 

United Utilities Strategic Resource Zone. 

8. Surplus in the United Utilities Strategic Resource Zone and cost-effective supply 

options in Severn Trent Water’s Strategic Grid along with the long distances between 

Northumbrian Water’s Kielder reservoir and neighbouring WRZs mean that transfers 

from Kielder are not selected among the cost-effective portfolios. 
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9. The model is sensitive to the cost of local supply options. Since the costs of options 

vary considerably between companies, further investigation might be warranted of 

these costs. Severn Trent Strategic Grid and Thames Swindon and Oxfordshire (SWOX) 

had the most low-cost options.  

10. The general large-scale pattern of water transfers from north to south in the model is: 

a. Surplus water from United Utilities Strategic Resources Zone to Severn Trent 

Strategic Grid, with the Vyrnwy-River Severn transfer prominent. 

b. Severn Trent Strategic Grid builds relatively cost-effective supply options, from 

which water is transferred to Water Resources East and Water Resources 

South East (WRSE). 

c. Water transferred to WRSE (Thames SWOX) is through the River Severn and a 

permutation of the Deerhurst to Culham transfer. 

d. Abingdon reservoir supplements water in Thames SWOX before a transfer is 

sent to Thames London. 

e. London has a large 300 Ml/d deficit under the National Framework central 

scenario but does not develop a significant amount of local supply capacity in 

the most cost-effective portfolios (only 125 Ml/d). 

11. The preferred and feasible sets of transfers and local supply options considered by 

companies in WRMP19 are insufficient to avoid a deficit by 2050 under challenging 

demand, drought resilience and environmental scenarios (consumption set at 118 

litres per person per day; 1 in 500-year drought resilience; environmental 

sustainability reductions set to 721 megalitres per day). Under this scenario, large 

deficits occur in Thames London and Severn Trent Strategic Grid, with lower deficits 

in the East and South East, whereas surpluses occur in the North and the northern part 

of Water Resources West.  

12. There are small deficits under more challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, 

resilience and sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) 

among many WRZs in WRE and WRSE before the model chooses any additional local 

supply options or transfers. This, along with the fact that many of these WRZs have 

few or no local supply options, indicate that water companies had not yet (at 

WRMP19) identified enough local supply options. This may be because there have not 

been significant deficits in these WRZs in the past.  

13. Constraining the geographical extent of transfers to between adjacent WRZs operated 

by the same company results in the model building a limited number of transfers. 

However, quite a few transfers are built in South Hampshire.  

 

Executive Summary Table 1: A summary of points relevant for individual regions given the 
results of the strategic design exercise. 

Region Points to follow up per region 
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Water Resources 
North (WRN) 

• There appears to be a lack of preferred and feasible transfer 

options to allow access to surplus water from Kielder reservoir. 

The distance between WRN and areas that require the water 

increases the costs of possible transfers. However, the region 

should explore whether there are viable low-cost transfer 

options to connect WRN to WRW or WRE.  

• The model recommended few cost-effective inter-regional 

transfers originating from WRN. Potential transfers, such as 

between Yorkshire Water Grid Surface Water Zone and Anglian 

Water Central Lincolnshire in WRE, should be explored further 

to test whether cost-effective transfers can be found.  

Water Resources East 
(WRE) 

• The identification of many short, low-capacity transfers by the 

model as cost-effective in WRE indicates a lack of local supply 

options to meet demand under high resilience and sustainability 

reductions. The region should consider whether there are 

additional cost-effective local supply options in the WRE area 

that can be proposed by regional groups or water companies.  

• The model indicates the potential to transfer water from WRW 

to WRE using the existing canal network. This should be further 

explored. 

• The model recommended an inter-region transfer from WRE to 

WRSE supported by raising the reservoir on the Great Ouse. This 

result was because the model used an adjusted cost dataset 

where this option was cheaper than the Grand Union Canal 

reuse option. The relative benefits of these options should be 

considered further. 

• The South Lincolnshire Reservoir and the raised reservoir on the 

Great Ouse appear to be important local supply options in the 

context of this modelling.  

Water Resources 
South East (WRSE) 

• The deficit in Thames Water (TW) London under the preferred 

and feasible transfers and more challenging scenarios (per-

capita consumption, resilience and sustainability reductions of 

118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) indicates a need for 

additional local supply options and/or transfers to be 

considered by companies. 

• The identification of many short, low-capacity transfers by the 

model in WRSE as being cost effective potentially indicates a 

lack of local supply options to meet demand under more 

challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, resilience and 

sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, 

respectively). The region should consider whether there are 
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additional cost-effective local supply options in the WRSE area 

that can be proposed by regional groups or water companies. 

• Meeting the deficit in London using the options available to the 

model appears to depend largely on inter-region transfers from 

WRW along the River Severn and Thames, supported by the 

Vyrnwy and Abingdon Reservoirs. 

• The preferred inter-region transfer between WCWR and WRSE 

appears to be important in the context of these model runs and 

the selection of an additional possible transfer by the model as 

cost effective indicates theoretical benefits from expanding this 

option. 

West Country Water 
Resources (WCWR) 

• The model recognises transfers between WCWR and WRSE as 

being cost effective in addition to those considered as preferred 

and feasible by companies. This suggests that there are 

theoretical benefits from either increasing the capacity of 

company-considered transfers to WRSE or identifying additional 

transfers. 

Water Resources 
West (WRW) 

• The surplus in United Utilities (UU) Strategic Resource Zone 

under more challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, 

resilience and sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 

721 Ml/d, respectively) indicates further potential for transfer 

of water to Severn Trent (ST) Strategic Grid beyond the 

preferred and feasible transfers.  

• The deficit in ST Strategic Grid under more challenging scenarios 

(per-capita consumption, resilience and sustainability 

reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) and 

under the preferred and feasible transfers indicates a need for 

additional local supply options and/or transfers to be 

considered. 

• ST Strategic Grid appears to be an important WRZ for inter-

region transfers to WRSE and WRE. In particular, the transfer to 

WRSE along the River Severn supported by the Vyrnwy Reservoir 

appears to be key to meeting the deficit in London in the context 

of these model runs.  

• Many of the inter-region transfers from WRW to WRE use the 

existing canal network. The potential for using the canal 

network should be fully explored. 

• Wales appears to have insufficient supply options to enable 

meaningful transfers east. However, there may be cost-effective 

local supply options that companies could consider. 

• Important local supply options, in the context of these model 

runs, appear to include the Carsington Reservoir support to 
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Melbourne WTW, the River Soar to support Cropston WTW and 

the Birmingham BHs conversion to potable supply. 

 

Recommendations for Future Work 

The model is data driven, so any improvement to its input data will increase the relevance 
and value of the results. A greater number and a more even spatial distribution of costed local 
supply options would allow the model to be feasible under a wider range of demand scenarios 
and more accurately costed transfer schemes would lead to more accurate 
recommendations. 
 
The design formulation used here optimises the system’s design for each particular scenario. 
An alternative would be to optimise the design under several scenarios simultaneously, 
aiming to be ‘robust’ (able to withstand multiple scenarios) to future uncertainty. The search 
could also be run for multiple years, as an Economics of Balancing Supply and Demand (EBSD) 
model would be, to produce a recommended efficient deterministic (fixed in advance) 
sequencing of investments. Alternatively, the sequencing could be adaptive, using a multi-
scenario (decision tree ‘real-options’) formulation where different designs are triggered by 
adaptive design rules that adapt to each supply-demand scenario. 
 
The model, if developed further, could potentially be used more formally in the future as a 
way of bringing a national perspective to the identification of potentially efficient transfer and 
supply options. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

AIC  Average Incremental Cost 
AISC  Average Incremental Social Cost 
Capex  Capital expense 
DI  Distribution input 
DO Deployable output; the annual average volume of water, expressed as a daily 

rate, that a facility can produce under drought conditions and considering 
relevant constraints 

EA  Environment Agency 
EBSD  Economics of Balancing Supply and Demand 
NF  National Framework 
NPV  Net present value 
NALD  National Abstraction Licence Database 
Ofwat  The Water Services Regulation Authority 
Opex  Operating expenditure 
PR19 2019 Price Review, during which water companies set out the price, 

investment and service that customers will receive in the years to come 
RAPID  Regulators’ Alliance for Progressing Infrastructure Development 
SRO  Strategic resource option 
UoM  University of Manchester 
WAFU  Water available for use 
WCWR  West Country Water Resources 
WRE  Water Resources East 
WRMP  Water Resources Management Plan 
WRN  Water Resources North 
WRSE  Water Resources South East 
WRW  Water Resources West 
WRZ  Water resources zone 
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Datasets used 

Name of dataset Description 

WRMP19 tables Annual average data reported at the WRZ level that water 
companies submit to support their water resource 
management planning process 

WRMP19 cost dataset Original cost dataset provided by water companies for 
WRMP19 

Adjusted costs The ‘WRMP19 cost dataset’ contained discrepancies in 
approach for the discounting of financing costs and the 
structure of the planning table resulted in double counting of 
financing costs for some companies. The AISC values were 
recalculated by Atkins to fix both of these issues following the 
Spackman approach for discounting. 

Further adjusted costs The ‘recalculated cost’ dataset still shows considerable 
variability between companies for similar options – the 
dataset was processed by Vivid Economics so that costs 
followed economies of scale 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1. Project Rationale 

The Regulators’ Alliance for Progressing Infrastructure Development (RAPID) is comprised of 
the Water Services Regulation Authority (Ofwat), the Environment Agency (EA) and the 
Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI). RAPID works closely with the Welsh Government and 
Natural Resources Wales. Its aim is to accelerate the development of new water 
infrastructure and to design future regulatory frameworks in England.  
 
The National Framework (NF) for Water Resources (EA, 2020) aimed to explore England’s 
long-term water needs from 2025 to 2050 and beyond. The NF identified a national deficit of 
3,435 Ml/d by 2050 under no new water infrastructure development between 2025 and 2050.  
 
RAPID is currently managing additional funding provided by Ofwat within the 2019 Price 
Review (PR19) for the development and identification of strategic resource options (SROs). 
SROs are strategic water resource options that will be vital over the next five to fifteen years 
to meet future water demands. The coordinated development of SROs facilitated by RAPID 
aims to ensure that strategic schemes to address the predicted water deficits are within the 
construction stage by 2025–2030, thereby increasing the resilience of the national water 
supply infrastructure.  
 
As part of initiatives to improve understanding of the different combinations of potential 
water supply options available to meet future water needs, RAPID funded a project to identify 
favourable bundles of supply options and transfers using a geographically unbiased algorithm. 
Solutions proposed by water companies in the Water Resources Management Plans (WRMPs) 
have been driven from a company or regional perspective. A nationally based cost-efficiency 
filtering process provides a strategic view on synergies across regions and could help 
regulators, regions and companies achieve a cost-effective design to meet future national 
water demands. 

1.2.  Project aims 

This project aims to identify efficient mixes of future new supply and transfer options for 
England and Wales using existing water company data when possible. The supply-demand 
model for England and Wales provides an unconstrained top-down look at the how different 
WRZs could work together at national scale to cost-effectively meet demands, potentially 
using some new transfers not currently in company plans. 
 
This project extended an annual supply-demand model of England at a water resources zone 
(WRZ) scale originally built for the National Framework for Water Resources. It now covers 
England and Wales.  
 
The main objectives of the project included: 
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• Identifying options that are selected frequently (in several supply and demand 
scenario optimisations) and are therefore most cost-efficient at solving deficit. 

• Assessing how the SROs perform against other options. 
• Identifying new transfers that the regions and water companies might consider. 
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2.  Description of the model and its data 

2.1 Water supply-demand balance modelling  

In simulation mode, the supply-demand model for England and Wales identifies annual 
deficits given the combinations of local water supplies and transfers made available to it 
under different future demand scenarios. The generalised open-source Python Water 
Resource modelling library, Pywr (Tomlinson et al., 2020) was used to implement the model. 
Pywr is a Python-based generic modelling library for network-based resource allocation. A 
model constructed in Pywr comprises a user-defined collection of nodes connected by a 
directional network of links (e.g., river reaches, canals, pipelines etc).  
 
Simulation of water conveyance and allocation between water demand locations is done 
using a linear programme that minimises priority penalties; this allows representing water 
management allocation and operating rules. In our model, this allows prioritising the most 
cost-effective new local supply options and shorter distance (typically cheaper) transfers to 
meet WRZ deficits. It is not possible to explicitly prioritise transfers by cost, as the cost 
depends on how much water is transferred, and thus doing so would introduce a non-linearity 
into the simulation which is not possible in this type of modelling. The use of distance as a 
proxy for transfer costs is appropriate for strategic level design. 
 
Pywr is computationally efficient (the model runs quickly), which allows Pywr simulation 
models to be connected to multi-criteria search (multi-objective optimisation) algorithms 
(Maier et al., 2019) to search for efficient (Pareto-optimal) designs at system scale. This allows 
using the supply-demand model in design mode (to optimise selection of new WRZ supply 
options and transfers) in addition to simulation mode (used to verify annual water balances, 
as explained above).  

2.2 Application to England and Wales 

The spatial unit of assessment of the England and Wales model are independent or partially 
independent water supply areas called water resources zones (WRZs). Nodes in the model 
represent WRZ inputs (supply) and outputs (demand), and transfers are represented as links 
between nodes. The WRZs are grouped according to operational regions. Figure 2.1 shows 
the boundaries of WRZs and operational regions within England. The model is run on an 
annual time step.  
 
Supply option data for the model were derived from the WRMP tables. Supply and demand 
data were aggregated at the WRZ level and represented by water available for use (WAFU) 
and distribution input (DI) plus headroom, respectively (see Table 2.1). Transfers do not form 
part of the supply allocated to a WRZ, and instead, surplus supply from one WRZ can be 
transferred to a WRZ in deficit, depending on the existence of a transfer link.  
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Figure 2.1 Map of England within Great Britain showing the boundaries of water resource zones and 
regional groups. Wales is modelled in an equivalent way to a water company region. 

 
 

Table 2.1 Water Resource Zone (WRZ) supply and demand components in the supply-demand model 
for England and Wales 

Component Details 

Water available for use (WAFU) 
 
 
 
Deployable Output (DO) 

WAFU is estimated by deducting 
sustainability reductions and allowable 
outages from the ‘deployable output’ (DO) 
of a water supply source. 
Historical records of yields from ground and 
surface water sources; volume of water that 
could be supplied at a given reliability under 
drought conditions taking into account 
water company policies on water use 
restrictions triggered during droughts (EA, 
2008) 

Planned DO DO of future supplies 
Outage Allowance for disruptions to water supply 
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Raw water losses Losses to the raw water supply through 
leakage, etc. 

Drought supply measures Measures to temporarily augment water 
supplies during droughts, including Drought 
Permits and Drought Orders. 

DO change Sustainability reductions because of 
anticipated reductions in licensed 
abstractions due to tightening of 
environmental regulations, climate change 
or other 

Household consumption Per-capita consumption × population 
Non-household consumption Incorporating measured and unmeasured 
Unbilled consumption Water taken unbilled 
Operations Operational use within the distribution 

system 
Leakage Loss of treated water through the water 

network 
Headroom Safety factor which aggregates all sources of 

supply-demand uncertainty at the WRZ level 
into an annual estimate. It is the safety 
margin between supply and demand 

Drought demand measures Measures to temporarily decrease water 
demand during droughts, including 
temporary use bans (TUBs). 

 

2.2.1 Water transfers 

The reconciled import and export transfer information from the WRMP19 tables was used to 
create a list of existing transfers which are included in all model formulations as existing 
infrastructure (Figure 2.2). The model also includes potential future transfers which fall into 
three categories: (1) ‘preferred’ water transfers water companies plan to implement after 
2025 (Figure 2.3); (2) ‘feasible’ transfers companies have considered in WRMPs but not 
selected (Figure 2.3); (3) ‘possible’ transfers between neighbouring WRZs described below. 
The model can vary the volume and direction of water transferred subject to an upper 
transfer capacity, which is set to a specified max capacity for company transfers or according 
to the conditions described below for possible transfers. 
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Figure 2.2 Map of England and Wales showing the locations of existing water company 

transfers. 
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Figure 2.3 Map of England and Wales showing the locations of company preferred and company 
feasible transfers.  

 

The geographical start and end points of company preferred and feasible transfers, as shown 
in Figure 2.3, were determined through the descriptions of the transfers in WRMP tables of 
2019 water company plans.  
 
The representation of possible transfers aimed to consider all possible transfer links between 
neighbouring WRZs. Plausible possible transfer start and end points were set according to 
locations of surface water abstraction licence points obtained from the National Abstraction 
Licence Database (NALD) for England and the Permitting and Licensing System (PALS) for 
Wales (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Map of England and Wales showing the locations of surface water abstraction points (blue 
dots) obtained from the National Abstraction Licence Database (NALD) for England and from the 
Permitting and Licensing System (PALS) for Wales. The abstraction points were used to set the start 
and end points of possible transfers.  

The five largest public water supply surface water abstraction points per WRZ from the 
NALD by licenced abstraction volume were used as potential transfer start and finish points, 
and transfers between all possible combinations of the abstraction points between each 
pair of adjacent WRZs were established. In this way, two neighbouring WRZs each with five 
abstraction points have 25 possible transfers between them considered in the model. These 
transfers could be developed to move water in either direction. The possible transfer would 
have the same capital costs in both directions, but possibly different operating costs 
depending on the elevation to be overcome. 

The capacity of each transfer was set as the minimum of the licensed abstraction volumes of 
the surface water abstraction points defining the transfer start and end points. This allowed 
the representation of multiple transfers between the same WRZs of different lengths and 
capacities. In total, 3,636 possible transfers were identified using this approach (Figure 2.5). 
Occasionally, abstraction points are licensed to a different water company than the water 
company operating the water resource zone that the abstraction point is in. Where this 
occurred, these abstraction points were excluded.  
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Figure 2.5 Map of England and Wales showing the locations of possible transfers used in the present 
study. A total of 3,636 possible transfers were identified. 

 

Transfers used canals or rivers where doing so would substantially reduce the pipeline length 
required in the transfer. Transfers joining onto rivers are considered unidirectional, flowing 
in the direction of the river flow. Transfers joining canals are considered bidirectional in the 
model and were restricted to a capacity of 50 Ml/d after consultation with RAPID to represent 
the likely physical constraints seen in a canal setting. Figure 2.6 shows a map of canal 
networks the possible transfers can use. Only the Canal & River Trust network of navigations 
was used in this model which is far from all navigations. This was due to data availability and 
expanding the representation of navigations to include for example those managed by the EA 
and the Broads Authority in the model is something that could be developed in future.  
 
Figure 2.7 shows the river network that the possible transfers can use. To reduce the 
possibility of environmental impacts of transfers and reduce the complexity of identifying 
possible transfer routes, only river reaches of a certain scale (estimated using Strahler Order 
5) and above were included. Strahler stream order is a numerical measure of branching 
complexity based around a mathematical tree. The numbers are used to define the stream 
size according to a hierarchy of tributaries, where the headwater tributaries of a river are 
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assigned an order number of 1. Stream order increases at the confluence between two 
streams of the same order (e.g. the stream segment immediately downstream of where two 
stream order 1 tributaries meet has a stream order number of 2). In this way, stream order 
increases downstream, with the largest order number occurring at the river mouth. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Map of England and Wales showing the Canal & River Trust canal navigation network that 
possible transfers could utilise in the present study. 
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Figure 2.7 Map of England and Wales showing the river network that possible transfers could use in 
this study. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Map of England and Wales showing the boundaries of WRZs, and the locations of existing, 
company preferred, company feasible and possible transfers. All transfers are included in the model 
as they are shown here, as straight lines between their start and end points. See Appendices A and B 
for water transfer costing methods and assumptions. 

 

2.2.2 Supply option and transfer costs 

The model incorporates new local supply options costed by water companies for each WRZ. 
Each option is assigned an estimate of the WAFU it would provide, as well as an estimated 
cost expressed as an average incremental social cost, AISC. AISC is defined as ‘the average 
unit cost of a particular additional increment in output, such as that associated with an 
additional water resource scheme’ (Ofwat, 2015). It is important to note that AISCs are 
calculated assuming full utilisation of the option for the planning horizon (2045 or 2080, 
depending on company). Marginal water supply cost curves (Figure 2.9a as an example) were 
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constructed for each WRZ by ranking supply options from lowest to greatest AISC and 
accumulating the WAFU of each option. 
 
While WRZ local supply options had estimates of AISCs by water companies, costing estimates 
were not available for most transfers considered in this study as the transfers had not been 
explored before. A transfer costing model updated from Ofwat (2007) was used to cost each 
transfer. In this model, capital expenditure (CAPEX) per unit length of the interconnecting 
pipeline is a function of pipeline capacity which considers economies of scale of larger pipes. 
Operating cost considers elevations between transfer start and end points at full utilisation. 
Capital and operating cost are converted into average incremental costs (AICs). The cost 
model outputs were normalised to the median AISC from the company transfers. The model 
assumes that bi-directional pipeline transfers have the same capital costs each way but may 
have different operating costs depending on the elevation to be overcome in each direction. 
Further information about the transfer costing data and methods is found in Appendices A 
and B. 
 
The model can choose to use a proportion (between 0 to 100%) of the last supply option 
reached on the cost curve. So, for example, in Figure 2.9a, the model might decide to build 
supply options in a particular WRZ to a total capacity of 20 Ml/d, which would result in the 
first (blue) option being built completely, and approximately 75% of the second (green) option 
being built, whereas none of the remaining supply options are built. Because of economies of 
scale, WAFU and AISC are unlikely to trade-off in this linear way for a given option (e.g. 
implementing 50% of an option may not provide 50% of the WAFU). This assumption is a 
simplification and the model was configured in this way to avoid introducing non-linear costs. 
 
In any simulated supply-demand annual balance, the model can choose to activate local 
supplies in WRZs and/or activate transfers between WRZs. 
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Figure 2.9 Examples of average incremental social cost (AISC; Ofwat (2015)) versus water available for 
use (WAFU) cost curves: a) for local supply options of a water resource zone; b) for a transfer. A supply 
expansion decision is represented by selecting a point on the X-axis of the cost curve. However, in (a) 
an integration up to the point represents the total cumulative AISC of supply expansion, whereas in 
(b) the cost of the transfer is the WAFU at X multiplied by the AISC as the cost curve does not contain 
multiple supply options of different AISC costs, but rather represents a single cost at a particular 
transfer capacity. 

2.2.3 Costings of supply options 

 

The model uses options costing implemented as part of the National Framework (NF) analysis. 
Prior to the NF work, an issue had been identified in the options costs within WRMP19 options 
tables during an audit of draft WRMPs. This issue related to significant variations in net 
present value (NPV) (in particular capex and finance costs) and AISC for similar options among 
the different companies. Most of this variation was found to result from two factors: 1) the 
adoption of different approaches among the different companies to reporting financing costs 
and the way in which financing costs were discounted, which occurred because some 
companies attempted to match costs more closely with outputs of EBSD modelling; 2) the 
structure of table 5 results in double counting of capex, as the NPV of fixed capex and variable 
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capex is included in the AISC calculation, as well as the NPV of annual interest payments in 
the financial cost row. 
 
The EA commissioned work to recalculate the options costs for all the options, thereby 
resolving the double counting issue and standardising the methodology for discounting 
financing costs to follow the ‘Spackman approach’. Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of WRMP 
and adjusted average company median AISCs for different option types. The adjusted costs 
reduced the WRMP costs by an average of 31%. 
 

 

Figure 2.10. A comparison between WRMP and adjusted average company median AISC values for 
certain categories of supply options. 

 
Although the adjustment reduced the variability in AISC costs observed for similar options 
between the companies, a significant amount of variability remained. Further work was done 
by an economics consultancy sub-contracted in the present study to determine whether the 
modelling results are sufficiently robust despite this variability. More details of the approach 
are shown in Appendix G.  
 
Fig. 2.11 shows a comparison between the adjusted and further adjusted average AISC costs 
according to the broad categories of supply options. The difference between adjusted AISC 
cost and the robustness check is marginal, providing some evidence in support of the 
modelling methods applied. 
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Figure 2.11. A comparison between adjusted and further adjusted average AISC costs according to the 
broad categories of supply options. 

 
A summary of the cost datasets used in the current study is provided in the ‘Datasets used’ 
section at the beginning of this report. The majority of model results are based on the 
‘Adjusted costs’ dataset, although a sensitivity analysis on the ‘Further adjusted cost’ dataset 
is given in Chapter 3.  
 
 

2.3 Use of the model in design mode 

The model can be run in two modes: simulation mode or design (optimisation) mode. 
Simulation mode tracks the balance between supply and demand for each WRZ for any given 
year or years. In design mode, the simulation model is embedded within an overarching multi-
objective optimisation framework to identify the most cost-efficient combinations of 
transfers and local WRZ supply options. This computer-assisted multi-criteria design process 
is implemented by connecting the supply-demand simulation Pywr model to a multi-objective 
evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) on a high-performance computing cluster (a supercomputer). 
The MOEA is an artificial intelligence-based computerised search process which iteratively 
simulates different combinations of supply options and transfers, tracking how the choice of 
options impacts the optimisation’s objectives while making sure it follows its constraints. The 
search process ceases (‘converges’) when the algorithm cannot find option selections which 
improve objective function values. 
 
In design mode, the model can be set up or ‘formulated’ to solve a range of problems, for 
example, it can optimise the system’s design for a single year (a ‘portfolio’) or for a series of 
years (changing portfolios over time, i.e., a ‘plan’ or supply-demand expansion investment 
‘programme’). Two model formulations, the single- and multi-year problems, were 
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implemented in the project, but only results of the single year portfolio problem are described 
in this report. This is because the single-year 2050 model formulation largely fulfils the 
objectives of this study to identify efficient mixes of future supply and transfer options 
nationally. Results of the multi-year model formulation are more difficult to communicate 
and were found to provide an excessive level of detail at this stage of the model’s 
development and use.  
 

In the problem considered here, we’ve boiled down the water supply challenge to its essence, 
asking: is the supply enough to meet demand in each WRZ? Traditionally, water companies in 
England and Wales over the last twenty years have solved just that problem when using 
computers to suggest a cost-effective resource development programme (using an 
optimisation model known in the industry as ‘The Economics of balancing supply and 
demand’, or EBSD models (von Lany et al., 2012; Padula et al. 2013). In this report’s 
application, we’ve allowed the problem to become slightly more complex to allow decision-
makers to consider and express their preferences between the use of local supplies (within a 
WRZ) or of water transfers (moving water from one WRZ to another). Two objectives were 
used: minimising total local supply cost and minimising total transfer cost.  
 
In single objective optimisation, a single ‘best’ solution is reached. In multi-objective 
optimisation, there is no longer a single correct answer, as the best (‘most efficient’) solution 
will depend on the relative importance a planner assigns to the various objectives. In multi-
objective optimisation with MOEAs, all possible ‘weightings’ of the objectives are reported 
on. For example, if the optimisation has two objectives, cost and performance, the 
optimisation will identify for any given cost (ranging from zero to spending the full budget) 
what is the best performance achievable. If plotted in a scatter plot (say cost on x-axis, 
performance on the y-axis), these results will draw out a trade-off plot showing for any level 
of one objective, what is the best achievable amount of the other objective. Such trade-off 
plots are special, they are showing not the trade-offs associated with any options, but show 
only the best achievable trade-offs, which engineers call non-dominated and economists 
called ‘Pareto-optimal’. 
 
Design mode model results are displayed as trade-off plots (showing a ‘Pareto-optimal 
frontier’) where for any amount spent on local WRZs, the minimal amount needed to spend 
annually on water transfers to avoid deficits is provided. This means that for any supply-
demand scenario considered (see a summary of those in the next section), the optimisation 
model will output 100s of different portfolios, each with a slightly different extent of reliance 
of local supplies vs. transfers. Only one of these points will be the absolute least cost portfolio 
(i.e., the combination of local supplies and transfers which reaches the lowest cost overall). 
But many of the portfolios overall costs are close enough to the least cost one (and well within 
the margin of error of costings), and so this report argues that the model generates a suite of 
national scale designs that are worthy of consideration by water planners.   
 
Figure 2.12 is an infographic showing how the trade-off plots are generated. As mentioned 
above, the model tries different combinations of local supply options and transfers, with the 
objectives of minimizing total local supply cost and minimizing total transfer cost. The trade-
off plot is a two-dimensional plot, with the X-axis and Y-axis representing total transfer cost 
and total local supply cost, respectively. Each point on the trade-off plot represents a single 
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national water supply system design and is generated by adding up the costs of the local 
supplies and transfers. The design mode search process will try many designs, represented by 
the blue and red points in the right-hand two-dimensional scatter plot in Figure 2.12. Red 
points’ performance in one objective cannot be improved without worsening the 
performance of the other objective. These ‘efficient’ (also named ‘non-dominated’ or ‘Pareto-
optimal’) solutions are shown as red points. This ‘front’ of red points shows the trade-offs in 
local supply and transfer costs for the most cost-efficient bundles of infrastructure. 
 

 

Figure 2.12. A visual description of how a trade-off plot is generated within the supply-demand model 
for England and Wales when used in design mode. We report on the non-dominated solutions (red 
points). Each point represents a portfolio or plan of supply options and transfers. Red points represent 
best-achievable trade-off between supply costs and transfer costs. The selection of a water supply 
investment portfolio is a policy decision based on the relative importance the planner assigns to the 
competing objectives, in this case developing local supplies or transferring water between regions. 

 
Figure 2.13 below shows the overall problem workflow, with data inputs and result outputs, 
for both the simulation model (inset dashed black box) and design model (red dashed box). 
Data inputs with black arrows including supply volumes and cost data, demand scenarios, and 
the water transfer database. Final outputs, shown with blue arrows, are supply-demand 
results with surpluses and deficits and the designs that have the most efficient trade-offs 
between supply and transfer costs. 
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Figure 2.13 Conceptual summary of the supply-demand model for England and Wales showing the 
relationship between the ‘simulation’ and ‘design’ (search) modes of the model. 

 

2.1 Summary of scenarios 

 

The model has been set to simulate several water demand scenarios based on different 
configurations of parameters used in the national framework (Table 2.3).  

Table 2.3 Parameter scenarios of the supply-demand model for England and Wales 

Scenario types Scenarios 

Deployable output Baseline, 1:200 drought, 1:500 drought 
Supply drought measures No measures, Baseline, 1:200 drought, 1:500 drought 
Demand drought measures No measures, Baseline, 1:200 drought, 1:500 drought 
Population CCRA high, central and low, WRMP extended 
PCC Targets of 110, 118 and 127 litres/person/day 
Leakage Targets of 30% (910 Ml/d) and 50% (1,517 Ml/d) reductions, 

WRMP19 extended (1,422 Ml/d) 
Sustainability reductions High (721 Ml/d), central (523 Ml/d) and low (250 Ml/d) 

 

The current project investigated three model formulations with different combinations of 
demand, resilience and sustainability reductions, and were taken as a subset of the scenarios 
investigated in the National Framework. Table 2.4 provides a definition of these scenarios. 
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Table 2.4 Scenarios for the supply-demand model for England and Wales 

Scenario Name Demand Resilience1 Sustainability Reductions 

National 
Framework High 

Higher Demand 
(127 l/h/d) 

1:500 High (National 
Framework: 721 Ml/d) 

National 
Framework 
Central 

2019 Plan (118 
l/h/d) 

1:500 High (National 
Framework: 721 Ml/d) 

National 
Framework Low 

Increased 
Efficiency (110 
l/h/d) 

1:500 High (National 
Framework: 721 Ml/d) 

1. Resilience refers to the deployable output (DO) available under 

particular drought conditions, expressed as a drought return period. 

 
The sustainability reductions in the scenarios were set for the English WRZs, whereas 
sustainability reductions within the Welsh zones were as per WRMP19. Estimates of 1:500 
resilience for Welsh WRZs were obtained through correspondence with Welsh Water. 
Stochastically generated estimates of DO under 1:500 resilience were available for some 
Welsh WRZs, although these were associated with significant uncertainty. For the remaining 
Welsh WRZs, other techniques were used to estimate DO. 
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3.  Model results and sensitivity analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

This study was run in stages. During the first stage, the model investigated the use of new 
transfers in an unconstrained way (all of the ‘possible’ transfers between adjacent WRZs were 
available for the model to implement). The transfers appearing most frequently among the 
cost-effective portfolios were then collated and sent to water companies for feedback on 
their likely feasibility. These transfers are described in detail in Appendix D.  
 
The second stage aimed to constrain the model to exclude transfers that are not likely to be 
feasible. To facilitate this, water companies were requested to assign transfers a rating based 
on their likely feasibility ranging from 1 to 5, defined as: 1-impossible; 2-unlikely; 3-possible; 
4-promising; 5-very promising. Water companies could also choose from a pre-set list of 
reasons for their ranking, including: prevented by regulation/law; costs higher than model 
estimates; due to ecological constraints; drinking water quality/taste; connection infeasible 
because land not accessible for pipeline; use of this river segment is problematic; use of canal 
is problematic and; insufficient distribution capacity of receiving WRZ. The water companies 
also had an opportunity to indicate additional and alternative feasible transfer routes 
between two adjacent WRZs.  
 
Feedback was obtained from Water Resources West (WRW), Water Resources North (WRN), 
West Country Water Resources (WCWR) and Anglian Water (AW) in Water Resources East 
(WRE). Water Resources South East (WRSE) reported back verbally explaining that WRSE had 
already undertaken its own assessment of potential transfers across the region which had 
resulted in over 70 additional options being identified. WRSE believed all of the transfers 
could become feasible given a robust design. However, this would mean that some transfers 
are more expensive than others, which might prohibit them from being selected. 
 
Of the 90 transfers identified during the unconstrained run as appearing in the most cost-
effective portfolios, no company feedback was obtained for just under half. Of the 47 
transfers for which company feedback was obtained, 2 were marked as ‘impossible’, 12 were 
marked as unlikely, 21 were marked as ‘possible’, 4 were marked as ‘promising’ and 8 were 
marked as ‘very promising’. A summary of the company responses is shown in Appendix E. In 
summary, only a small and not significant proportion of possible transfers were ruled out as 
infeasible in this exercise. 
 
During the second stage, the model would be re-run using the constrained transfer dataset, 
which excluded only transfers identified as ‘impossible’ (2 transfers). In stage 2, the model 
was improved further, with several significant water transfers more accurately represented 
following further feedback from water companies and regulators. This meant that the 
‘constrained’ model run contained certain additional transfers that did not appear in the 
initial ‘unconstrained’ model run. Because of these enhancements, and the small number of 
options removed, the report focuses exclusively on the results of the updated stage 2 model. 
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3.2 Changes to the model through discussion with RAPID and water 

companies 

Concern was raised that the costs for two SROs in the model under the adjusted cost dataset 
were unrealistically low given more recent costings emerging from the first accelerated gate 
in the RAPID gated process. These are the Southern Water (SW) Fawley desalination and River 
Itchen effluent reuse options. It was therefore decided to use the Further Adjusted cost 
estimates to be more in line with comparable schemes for these options in the model which 
were higher than the WRMP19 estimates originally used. Concern was also raised that some 
of the local supply options in the model that are available to Severn Trent (ST) Strategic Grid 
may be mutually exclusive. Through consultation with Severn Trent, three sets of options 
were identified as being mutually exclusive. Of each pair, the option with the higher cost was 
removed.  
 
The third change to the model related to representation of the transfer between ST Strategic 
Grid and Thames Water (TW) Swindon and Oxfordshire (SWOX) using the River Severn and 
Deerhurst to Culham pipeline. While the model did represent this transfer as a high-capacity 
pipeline transfer, another variation of the transfer flows along the Gloucester and Sharpness 
Canal and Cotswold Canal before joining the River Thames, which has a capacity of 100 Ml/d. 
It was decided to add this transfer to the model in replacement of a similar transfer already 
represented in the model between the same two WRZs that also uses the canal network (#82 
in Figure C2 and Table C2). One final change to the model was the addition of the Vyrnwy-
River Severn transfer. While the Vyrnwy Reservoir is physically located in Wales, water 
transferred through the River Severn to ST Strategic Grid is regarded as a United Utilities (UU) 
Strategic Resources Zone option. This is because Vyrnwy normally supplies parts of North 
West England. 
 
Feedback from Yorkshire Water (YW) indicated that the transfer from YW Grid Surface Water 
Zone to UU Strategic Resources Zone using the Leeds and Liverpool Canal is infeasible or 
unlikely. This transfer, and the costs of moving water through multiple locks on the canal 
would likely be prohibitive. In addition, the maximum available water that could be extracted 
from the River Ouse at Moor Monkton considering the annual license of 200 Ml/d once 
accounting for the deployable output from that site of 162 Ml/d, would be only 38 Ml/d. 
Therefore, this particular transfer was removed from the model.  
 

3.3 Map of the supply/demand balance before building options 

A map of the surplus and deficit of WRZs before building any new options or transfers 
demonstrates the problem that the model is tasked to solve and can therefore assist in 
making sense of local supply options and transfers recommended by the automated search-
based design process. For example, a transfer originating from a WRZ in which no local supply 
options are built could be explained by that WRZ having a surplus before any additional 
options are built during the search. The WRZs in deficit can also explain patterns of transfers 
and local supply options built during the search. To identify WRZs in surplus/deficit before the 
building of additional local supply options or transfers, the model was run in simulation mode 
with only existing transfers and no access to additional transfer or local supply options for 
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2050 demands under the National Framework Central scenario (see Table 2.3). Figure 3.1 
shows a mapped visualisation of WRZ surpluses and deficits. 
 
As seen in Figure 3.1, there are large surpluses in UU Strategic Grid WRZ in WRW and in 
Northumbrian Water (NW) Kielder and YW Grid Surface WRZ in WRN. WRZs in deficit include 
TW London in WRSE and ST Strategic Grid in WRW.  

3.4 Map of WRZ local supply option costs 

 
This section presents an analysis of local supply options available to WRZs as well as the costs 
of these options according to the adjusted cost dataset. This analysis can assist in interpreting 
the local supply options chosen in the search process by firstly showing the extent of local 
supply expansion available for each WRZ, and secondly the relative costs of building local 
supply options among the different WRZs.  
 
For this analysis, the dataset of local supply options for each zone was processed to generate 
the cost curves which the search uses to choose local supply options to build. In the cost 
curves, available local supply options are ordered by AISC and WAFU is cumulated. These 
costs curves were used to generate the visualisations shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. 
These figures show WRZs that can supply local supply options for particular levels of capacity 
expansion. In Figure 3.2, the range of capacity expansion investigated is 10 Ml/d to 100 Ml/d, 
whereas in Figure 3.3, the range is 200 Ml/d to 800 Ml/d. Grey WRZs are those WRZs that do 
not have sufficient supply options to achieve the capacity expansion investigated. The WRZs 
that do have sufficient local supply options are shaded blue indicating the yearly cost (AISC × 
WAFU) of capacity expansion to a particular supply level. 
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Figure 3.1 Water resource zone surpluses and deficits across England and Wales in 2050 before 
building any additional local supply options or transfers for 2050 demands under the National 
Framework Central scenario (see Table 2.3).  

 

Figure 3.2 shows that there are many zones that have insufficient supply options to supply 
even 10 Ml/d. Kielder in WRN has no supply options, presumably because it already has a 
large surplus (see Figure 3.1). Only two WRZs in Wales have supply options up to 10 Ml/d, 
however South East Wales Conjunctive Use System (SEWCUS) can build capacity of up to 200 
Ml/d. The limited supply options, combined with the map of surplus and deficits in Figure 3.1, 
suggests that there is not much scope for transferring water into or out of Wales. This is 
mainly because options have not been investigated or costed rather than because they are 
not possible. They have not been investigated because they have not needed to be. 
 
WRE and WRSE include many small WRZs with no supply options with a cumulative capacity 
of up to 10 Ml/d. If you combine this result with Figure 3.1, where it is evident that many of 
these same WRZs have small deficits, it is likely that a search would implement many transfers 
among the WRZs in WRSE and WRE. It is possible that many WRZs in WRSE and WRE have 
small deficits under WRMP19, and therefore, there was no reason to identify many options 
or any large options for these WRZs. 
 
Figure 3.2 shows that among the WRZs with supply options up to 100 Ml/d, ST Strategic Grid 
has the lowest-cost options. The remaining WRZs able to supply options up to 100 Ml/d show 
similar costs of expansion, and include UU Strategic Grid, TW SWOX, TW London, AW 
Ruthamford North and YW Surface Water Grid.   
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Figure 3.3 shows that, using existing supply options, only three WRZs can expand capacity to 
or beyond 300 Ml/d. These are ST Strategic Grid, TW SWOX and TW London. TW SWOX can 
expand capacity up to 300 Ml/d due to a single local supply option, Abingdon Reservoir. 
Beyond 300 Ml/d expansion, the cost of expansion in ST Strategic Grid remains lower than 
that in TW London. ST Strategic Grid is however not able to expand capacity of local supply 
options beyond 700 Ml/d, after which London remains the sole WRZ with this level of 
potential capacity expansion. 
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Figure 3.2 Water resource zone (WRZ) costs of building local supply options across a range of supply capacities (10Ml/d to 100 Ml/d). Grey WRZs are not able 
to supply options at the capacity investigated 
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Figure 3.3 Water resource zone (WRZ) costs of building local supply options across a range of supply 
capacities (200 Ml/d to 800 Ml/d). Grey WRZs are not able to supply options at the capacity 
investigated. 

3.5 Cost efficient portfolios for the National Framework high, central and low 

scenarios 

Figure 3.4 shows the portfolio trade-off plots between total supply cost (adjusted cost 
dataset) and total transfer cost for the three National Framework (NF) demand scenario 
combinations investigated. These three NF scenarios are defined in Table 2.3 but are also 
shown in the plot legend. Supply option and transfer costs increase with higher demand. 
Moving from portfolios on the upper left towards the bottom right, there is a sharp decrease 
in supply option cost with increasing transfer cost for all three Pareto fronts (cost efficient 
groupings of water supply infrastructure). The central and low scenarios (blue and orange 
plots, respectively) have close to zero local supply costs on the far right of the plot, indicating 
that little to no local supplies need be built if surplus water could be moved to any WRZ in 
deficit.  
 
A point labelled “WRMP19 cost” represents the costs of preferred local supply and transfer 
options within the company plans. This point is of lower cost compared to the portfolios of 
the NF high and central demand scenarios. This is because the company preferred plans are 
derived to meet future demands under a different set of resilience and sustainability 
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reduction targets compared to those of the NF scenarios, i.e. a 1:200 resilience and a 
WRMP19 sustainability reduction of 250 Ml/d. The differences between WRMP19 and the NF 
central scenario are 471 Ml/d and 456 Ml/d in terms of sustainability reductions and 
resilience, respectively. This shows that the model, through seeking cost-efficient synergies 
at a national scale, can meet higher demands. These higher demands include leaving more 
water for the environment and achieving a higher level of drought resilience at a cost similar 
to currently planned water supplies. 
 

 

Figure 3.4 Cost efficient portfolios for the three National Framework scenarios investigated  

 

3.6 Least-cost portfolio for the National Framework central scenario 

By adding the local supply costs and transfer costs, a least-cost portfolio can be identified on 
each trade-off front. While this least-cost portfolio will be within a region of cost-effective 
portfolios, it is important to consider that the portfolios around the least-cost portfolio will 
only be marginally more expensive and could represent superior designs for any number of 
reasons – including criteria that the optimisation is not sensitive to, such as differing social or 
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environmental benefits. Therefore, there is no reason to consider the least-cost portfolio as 
being intrinsically ‘better’ than the portfolios around it.  
 
While not special in itself, the least-cost portfolio can be useful as a reference point for each 
scenario and is used as such in this report (often identified in trade-off plots, used to map 
resource development geographically, or reported on in scenario cost summaries). The value 
of the trade-off plot is that it provides efficient solutions with different proportions of local 
supply options and transfers. Therefore, if there is a general preference for either more or 
less transfers, or for a particular mix of transfers and local supply options, for fewer transfers 
and more local supply investment, the portfolios further to the left on the trade-off plot can 
be examined (or vice versa). The least-cost portfolio of the NF central scenario is indicated in 
Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5 Cost efficient portfolios for the three National Framework scenarios investigated showing 
the least-cost portfolio within the National Framework Central scenario. The least cost portfolio is 
singled out for reference, but it should not be considered better than nearby efficient portfolios.  

 
Each portfolio shown in Figure 3.5 comprises a mix of local supply options and transfers. The 
specific local supply options and transfers chosen for the least-cost portfolio, or for any other 
portfolio, can be examined in detail. Figure 3.6 provides a visualisation of the extent of local 
supplies built at the WRZ level as well as details and capacities of individual transfers built. In 
Figure 3.6, the shading of each WRZ reflects the total capacities of supply-side options built, 
and the colour can be benchmarked against the scale bar on right. Thick black lines represent 
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the boundaries between regional groups (see Figure 2.1). The arrows represent individual 
transfers, with the base and point of the arrow representing the donor and recipient WRZs 
respectively. The shading of each transfer represents the volume of water transfers and can 
be benchmarked against the scale bar on the left. For ease of visual interpretation, the 
transfers start and end points in Figure 3.6 and all similar maps in this report, are plotted at 
the centroids of the donor and recipient WRZs, respectively. As described above, in the model 
possible future transfer start and end points are set at abstraction licence points.  

 

Figure 3.6 Least-cost portfolio for 2019 demands as per the WRMPs under the National Framework 
Central scenario 

 

Examination of portfolios in the different scenarios can help identify common patterns of 
supply options and transfers built. Options common across scenarios can be regarded as ‘low 
regret’ options which are suited to a wide range of conditions. These options can be regarded 
as ‘robust’ to future uncertainty. 
 
Figure 3.6 shows that the WRZs TW SWOX, ST Strategic Grid and TW London build the most 
local supply options. This is no surprise, since the results in Section 3.2 showed these three 
WRZs have access to relatively large total supply-side capacities. In addition, the supply-side 
options in ST Strategic Grid are of relatively low cost and we would expect TW London to build 
supply-side capacity given the large deficit of this WRZ.  
 
There appears to be a pattern of movement of water from UU Strategic Grid in the northern 
part of WRW to ST Strategic Grid, following which water is moved to WRE and WRSE. The 
water to WRSE appears to move to TW SWOX, following which there is a cascade of transfers 
from TW SWOX to London. There are also many low volume and short transfers in WRE and 
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WRSE, which can be related back to Figure 3.1 in which it is clear that there are many small 
WRZs in WRE and WRSE that fall into slight deficits by 2050, with Figure 3.2 showing that 
many of these zones don’t have access to supply-side options.  
 
The search did not build many transfers within Wales or many transfers moving into or out of 
Wales from/to other regions (apart from the use of Vyrnwy to transfer water between UU 
Strategic Zone and ST Strategic Grid). This is not surprising given that most of the WRZs in 
Wales are not in deficit by 2050, nor are they significantly in surplus (Figure 3.1). The 
exceptions are some small transfers (<1 Ml/d) from neighbouring WRZs moving water to 
Hafren Dyfrdwy Llanfyllin, which experiences a slight deficit by 2050. In addition, there is a 
low-capacity transfer moving from Dwr Cymru Welsh Water SEWCUS to WRW. This is not 
surprising given that SEWCUS is one of the few WRZs in Wales with a surplus by 2050 (Figure 
3.1).  
 
Figure 3.2 suggests that the vast majority of WRZs in Wales do not have access to substantial 
local supply options, except for SEWCUS. Therefore, it is not surprising that the search did not 
choose to build up supply in Wales for transfer to other regions. The absence of scoped supply 
options in Welsh zones does not mean that such options are not possible. They are simply not 
available to this model as they have not been explored and included in WRMPs. This will also 
be the case on other zones.   

3.7 Least-cost portfolios for the National Framework high and low demand 

scenarios 

An examination of the portfolios in the high and low demand scenarios can help identify 
common patterns of supply options and transfers built. Options common across the scenarios 
could increase the resilience of the national water supply system. We can again, as an initial 
investigation, examine the least-cost portfolios of the NF High and Low scenarios, the 
positions of which on the respective scenario trade-off plots are shown in Figure 3.7.  
 
The particular mixes of local supply options and transfers selected for the least-cost portfolios 
of the NF low and high scenarios are shown in Figure 3.8. Common patterns of supply-side 
investment are seen in ST Strategic Grid and TW SWOX. In general, the NF High scenario shows 
greater investment in supply-side options in these two WRZs, and also chooses to build large 
supply-side capacity in TW London.  
 
Common transfer patterns between the two scenarios include the transfer from UU Strategic 
Grid to ST Strategic Grid and ST Strategic Grid to WRE and WRSE. In particular, both portfolios 
show water moving from ST Strategic Grid to TW SWOX, followed by a cascade of large 
transfers from TW SWOX to TW London.  
 
Both portfolios show a large number of small capacity short transfers in WRE and WRSE, 
indicating the need for further investment in supply-side options in these WRZs. Of note is 
that the search did not choose to build many transfers from WRN to other zones, even though 
this region has a large surplus (Figure 3.1). This can be attributed to the large distances 
between these WRZs and neighbouring WRZs which increases transfer costs, and the fact that 
the search identified cost-effective transfers to move surplus water from UU strategic Grid to 
ST Strategic Grid, and then on to WRZs in deficit in WRE and WRSE.  
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Perhaps the most striking difference between the high and low demand scenarios is the total 
cost of supply and transfer options required. These are shown in Figure 3.8 with the low 
demand scenario costing ~£231m/yr and the high demand scenario costing ~£731m/yr (three 
times more). It’s important to note that the costs of reducing demand are not included in this. 
Doing so would reduce the difference in costs. Further, in the high demand scenario, the 
model has a constrained range of supply options because the options it has access to were 
developed to meet lower demand. This is likely to force the model to pick higher cost options. 
If the companies were planning for these higher demands originally, additional lower cost 
options would almost certainly have been developed. Despite these important points, the 
difference in cost due to changes in demand remains striking and illustrates the importance 
of managing demand from a purely cost perspective. There are also environmental benefits 
from reducing demand not considered here.  
 
During one of the workshops held to shape this work the team was asked to estimate the 
cost of demand savings for comparison with infrastructure costs. In response to this the 
team has produced a crude estimate of costs for the low demand scenario for illustrative 
purposes. The low demand scenario was originally derived from the enhanced-02 demand 
reduction scenario from WaterUK (2019). This has an estimated cost of £4,648m. The costs 
from the WaterUK work were assessed over a 47 year period (commencing in 2019 (year 0) 
and running through to 2065) and the enhanced-02 scenario involves a non-linear decrease 
in per capita consumption from 137.7 l/h/d in 2021 to 107.1 l/h/d by 2065. The scenario 
reaches a PCC value of 109 l/h/d by 2045 and this was adjusted for the National Framework 
to reach a target of 110 l/h/d by 2050. Using this scenario, an annual cost of £98.9 m/yr can 
be estimated by dividing the total cost by the time horizon (47).  
 
Combining the estimated yearly demand reduction cost with the cost of supply options and 
transfers in the least-cost portfolio for the low demand scenario gives a total cost of ~£330 
m/yr. This value is ~£33 m/yr and ~£300 m/yr lower that the total transfer and supply 
options costs for the central and high demand scenarios respectively. This trend illustrates 
how ambitious demand management can provide a cost-effective solution to meeting 
future water needs. In reality the cost difference might be even greater since the demand 
reduction costs are not accounted for in the central and high scenarios, although, the cost of 
leakage reduction (50% in the low demand scenario compared to 30% in the high demand 
scenario) would act as a counterbalance. 
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Figure 3.7 Efficient portfolios of the three National Framework scenarios investigated showing the 
least-cost portfolios within the National Framework High and Low scenarios 
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Figure 3.8 Least-cost portfolios for 2019 demands under the National Framework Low and High 
scenarios 

 

3.8 Efficient designs for the central National Framework demand scenario 

The previous plots examine the least-cost portfolio. However, neighbouring efficient 
portfolios may have negligibly higher overall costs, well below the margin of cost error and 
could represent better value by bringing greater social or environmental benefits. It therefore 
makes most sense for planners to examine a subset of efficient portfolios or a ‘region’ of the 
portfolio trade-off plot and consider and characterise the supply options and transfers most 
commonly occurring among the selected portfolios. For this study, we have selected an 
arbitrary ‘region’ of the efficiency frontier around the least-cost portfolio for further analysis. 
This ‘region’ includes portfolios with local supply costs falling between those of the least-cost 
portfolio ± 20%. In this way, the choice of local supply options and transfers then becomes a 
decision informed by policy priorities, rather than a choice inappropriately prescribed by the 
optimisation. 
 
The red box in Figure 3.9 indicates the portion of the trade-off front of the NF Central scenario 
that is further examined in this section. The box is bound by two portfolios that have been 
identified as higher supply cost/lower transfer cost and lower supply cost/higher transfer cost 
portfolios, indicated by 2 and 3 in Figure 3.9, respectively. The mixes of supply options and 
transfers in the two portfolios bounding the “red box” in Figure 3.9 can be examined and 
mapped (Figure 3.10) to learn more about the selected trade-off region. Here we can see that 
although both portfolios build large supply-side investment in ST Strategic Grid, similar to the 
least-cost portfolio, Portfolio 2 builds large supply-side investment in TW SWOX (as does the 
least cost portfolio), whereas Portfolio 3 does not. This indicates that a threshold is reached 
between the least-cost portfolio and Portfolio 3 where transfers can support the WRW to 
WRSE cascade without the need for supply expansion in TW SWOX. Neither portfolios choose 
to build considerable supply-side investment in TW London. There are transfers in Portfolio 3 
that do not appear in Portfolio 2. This includes a cascading transfer from SEWCUS to TW SWOX 
which feeds into the cascading transfers to TW London, thereby offsetting the need for supply 
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expansion in SWOX. There are also some relatively low volume additional transfers into ST 
Strategic Grid from Bristol Company Wide Zone and Welsh Water Hereford. 

 

Figure 3.9 An area of portfolios around the least-cost portfolio of the National Framework Central 
scenario indicated by the red box and bound by a higher supply cost/lower transfer cost portfolio and 
a lower supply cost/higher transfer cost portfolio.  
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Figure 3.10 Higher supply cost/lower transfer cost and lower supply cost/higher transfer cost 
portfolios (2 and 3 in Figure 3.9, respectively) for 2019 demands under the National Framework 
Central scenario. 

 
We can also look in more detail at the transfers and supply options built in the portfolios in 
the ‘red box’ in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.11 shows a map of the specific locations of larger transfers 
(> 10 Ml/d). To interpret the maps, the green arrows indicate pipeline transfers, the brown 
arrows indicate transfers that use the canal network and are super-imposed on the portion 
of canal network used, also coloured brown, and the blue arrows indicate transfers that use 
the river network, which are superimposed on the section of river used, also in blue. The 
boundaries of the WRZs and regions are shown in grey and black, respectively. A portion of 
some transfers use either a river or canal, with the remaining connection made through a 
pipeline. An example is transfer #10 between YW Grid Surface Water Zone and AWS Central 
Lincolnshire, with the first part of the transfer using the River Derwent and the latter part of 
the transfer consisting of a pipeline.  
 
The table imbedded in Figure 3.11 provides more details on the transfers in the map, and the 
transfers in the map can be linked to those in the table by the number label for each transfer 
shown on the map. The table also provides a percentile range of the capacities of a particular 
transfer among the different portfolios falling within the ‘red box’ in Figure 3.9. In the table, 
transfers in purple and red fonts are those identified by companies as preferred and feasible, 
respectively. These maps of transfers can be interpreted along with local supplies built in 
strategic WRZs, as shown in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.11 Summary of transfers in portfolios included in the ‘red box’ trade-off area shown in Figure 
3.9 for England and Wales.  

 
Major transfers chosen by the search to meet the deficit in TW London show a general pattern 
of movement of water, as detailed below. Surplus water in UU Strategic Resource Zone is 
transferred to ST Strategic Grid (#1 and #7 in Figure 3.11). Multiple relatively cost-efficient 
but relatively small supply options are built in ST Strategic Grid to meet its own deficit as well 
as to supplement water transferred out of this zone. Transfer #7 is the Vyrnwy –River Severn 
transfer with a capacity of 180 Ml/d. Water in ST Strategic Grid is transferred to TW SWOX 
through transfer #5 in Figure 3.11. This transfer is a version of the River Severn and Deerhurst 
to Culham transfer with a capacity of 100 Ml/d that utilises existing canal infrastructure. 
SWOX builds Abingdon Reservoir to supplement the incoming water, and then transfers water 
to TW London via the River Thames, using transfer #8 with a capacity of 300 Ml/d. Other 
notable transfers include transfers 10, 11, and 23 which meet the deficit in ST 
Nottinghamshire, and transfers 3 and 4 which meet the deficits in AW Ruthamford West and 
AW Ruthamford North as well as to compensate for a lack of local supply options in these 
WRZs.  
 
We can see from Figure 3.11 that UU Strategic Grid is sending water to ST Strategic Grid via 
the canal network. UU Strategic Grid does not build supply-side capacity to facilitate this 
transfer as it has a surplus (see Figure 3.1). However, ST Strategic Grid does choose to 
implement between 20% to 40% of total available supply-side capacity (Figure 3.12) for a total 
of around 120 Ml/d (Figure 3.13).  
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Transfer #13 between South Staffordshire Water Cambridge and Affinity Water Stort 
addresses the deficit in Stort and is supported by the Great Ouse option (‘New raised res on 
Great Ouse’). The original WRMP19 AISCs for this option ranged between 117–178 p/m3, and 
therefore, it is surprising that the model search is choosing to build a relatively expensive local 
supply option given the other options available in neighbouring WRZs, such as the Grand 
Union Canal (GUC) reuse option of 50 Ml/d. However, the costs in the options dataset used 
by the model were recalculated to remove inconsistencies in the approach to discounting 
financing costs, resulting in the AISCs of the ‘New raised reservoir on Great Ouse’ and 
‘Abstraction from Ely Ouse with reservoir’ options ranging between 81–121 p/m3 and 110–
185 p/m3, respectively, whereas the recalculated cost of the GUC option is 145 p/m3. 
 
Some of the larger transfers shown in Figure 3.11 fall along the route of the TW SWOX to TW 
London cascading transfer and are related to the movement of some of this water to WRZs in 
deficit (such as transfers #18 and #19). 
 
TW SWOX supplements the water donated by ST Strategic Grid by building between 30% to 
40% of available supply-side capacity (Figure 3.12), for a total capacity of between 140 Ml/d 
to 160 Ml/d (Figure 3.13). This supply-side capacity can be attributed to one large option-
Abingdon Reservoir. There is then a cascade of transfers between TW SWOX and TW London 
utilising the Thames River (#8 in Figure 3.11) with a transfer capacity of 300 Ml/d.  
 
TW London builds a small portion of available supply-side options (Figures 3.12 and 3.13), 
presumably because they are relatively expensive compared to those in ST Strategic Grid 
(Figure 3.3) and because the transfer between TW SWOX and TW London is cost effective as 
it uses the Thames River. Transfer #9 moves water from Sutton & East Surrey (SES) Company 
Zone to London using the Mole River tributary of the Thames, with the transfer capacity 
ranging between 50 Ml/d to 58 Ml/d. As shown in Figure 3.1, SES Company Zone has no deficit 
and as shown in Figure 3.2, this WRZ has access to between 30 Ml/d–40 Ml/d of supply-side 
capacity.  
 
Transfer #26 between SW Kent Medway West and South East Water Cranbrook is of relatively 
low capacity (13 Ml/d) and addresses the deficits in some WRZs through further multiple 
smaller transfers in WRZs to the south of London (Figure 3.1). Transfers #12 and #14 are both 
between South West Water (SWW) Bournemouth and SW Hants Southampton West, 
collectively transferring from 45 Ml/d to 54 Ml/d. Bournemouth has a surplus whereas Hants 
Southampton West has a deficit by 2050 (Figure 3.1), and while Bournemouth has no 
meaningful supply-side options whereas Hants Southampton West has access to a relatively 
large supply-side capacity of up to 500 Ml/d (Figure 3.1), the model clearly found that it was 
more cost-effective to move surplus water from Bournemouth to Hants Southampton West. 
These two transfers therefore represent relatively simple examples of strategic inter-region 
transfers.  
 
Transfers #23 and 11 satisfy the deficit in ST Nottinghamshire (Figure 3.1) in the context of a 
lack of available local supply options (Figure 3.2). Transfers #3 and #4 both occur via the canal 
network, and both have a capacity of 50 Ml/d. These are two of the three inter-region 
transfers originating from ST Strategic Grid, with both going to WRE. The third is transfer #5 
in Figure 3.11, also via canal, from ST Strategic Grid to TW SWOX in WRSE. These two inter-
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region transfers are likely of importance for moving water to WRZs in deficit in WRE, and 
ultimately to WRSE via WRE. Neither the receiving WRZs, AW Services (AWS) Ruthamford 
North and West, experience any significant deficit (Figure 3.1), whereas the former has access 
to up to 100 Ml/d of relatively expensive local supply options whereas the latter does not. Of 
these, Ruthamford North appears to build less than half of the available supply-side capacity 
which suggests that it is more cost effective in the model to move surplus and supply-side 
water from WRW into WRE. This may be due to WRE not having access to a large volume of 
new supplies (in the WRMP19 data), and the uneven distribution of the supply expansion 
options it does have. This would mean that the supply option would have to be built as well 
as transfers supply water to the specific WRZs in deficit.  

 

Table 3.1 shows a summary of larger supply options chosen in the least-cost portfolio. The 
RAPID SRO, Abingdon Reservoir is the largest supply option built. The Fawley desalination and 
River Itchen effluent reuse SRO options were not built frequently. This is likely due to the 
relatively high costs of these options which were updated to use the further adjusted cost 
estimates following new cost information becoming available through the SRO accelerated 
gate 1 process. Although the South Lincolnshire Reservoir SRO appears, only a portion of the 
total available capacity was built. ST Strategic Grid builds several fairly cost-effective and 
relatively low-capacity supply options. The least-cost solution includes relatively low local 
supply option investment in TW London, with the large Beckton and Crossness desalination 
option not appearing among the larger supply options built. This could be related to the 
additional capacity for the transfer of water from UU Strategic to ST Strategic Grid through 
the Vyrnwy–River Severn transfer as well as the additional capacity between ST Strategic Grid 
and TW SWOX through the River Severn and Deerhurst to Culham transfer. This additional 
water using relatively cost-effective transfers along with water provided by Abingdon 
Reservoir appears to be more cost effective than the building of supply options in London, 
such as the Beckton and Crossness desalination options. 
 
It is important to note that Transfer #5 in Figure 3.11 is the River Severn -Deerhurst to Culham 
SRO, although the capacity of this transfer is limited to 100 Ml/d in the model as it is a 
permutation of the transfer that uses the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal and Cotswold 
Canal. Under this permutation, water is abstracted from the River Severn during high flow 
conditions for storage near Longdon. Water would then be discharged back into the River 
Severn during low flow periods. This water is re-abstracted downstream into the Gloucester 
and Sharpness Canal and transferred along the Cotswold Canals. Some of the transferred 
water would be used to supply TW SWOX whereas the remainder would be discharged into 
the River Thames near Culham. The additional DO this option would provide is stated to be 
98 Ml/d.  
 
Given the surplus in UU Strategic Resources Zone, the model did not choose to build any 
significant supply options in this WRZ, and therefore this does not impact the modelling 
results. 
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Figure 3.12 Percentage of local supply options built by water resources zone in portfolios in the ‘red 
box’ of Figure 3.9 for the National Framework Central scenario. The greyed water resource zones have 
no supply options available.
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Figure 3.13 Capacities of local supply options built by water resources zone in portfolios in the ‘red 
box’ shown in Figure 3.9 for the National Framework Central scenario. The greyed water resource 
zones have no supply options available 
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Table 3.1 Summary of supply options with WAFU > 15 Ml/d in the least-cost portfolio of the NF central scenario. RAPID SROs are highlighted in red.

Zone Name Name Capacity AISC 

Thames SWOX Abingdon Reservoir 209 122 

Southern Water Hants 
Southampton West Marchwood desalination 200 Ml/d with brine discharge into Solent via Fawley outfall 67 52 

Southern Water Sussex 
Brighton Coastal Desalination - Shoreham Harbour (40Ml/d) 30 57 

Severn Trent Strategic Grid Carsington Reservoir support to Melbourne WTW with Melbourne WTW enhancements 30 18 

Anglian Water East Suffolk Felixstowe Desalination 24 98 

Southern Water Hants 
Southampton East Combined Woolston and Portswood WWTW Indirect Potable Reuse (20.5Ml/d) 21 60 

Severn Trent North Staffs New WTW on the River Weaver near Nantwich 20 40 

Southern Water Sussex North Ford WWTW Indirect Potable Water Reuse (20Ml/d) 20 35 

Southern Water Hants 
Southampton East Nitrate Option - Twyford  20 6 

Anglian Water Ruthamford 
North South Lincolnshire Reservoir 19 112 

South Staffordshire Water 
Cambridge CW14: New raised res on Great Ouse 19 81 

Severn Trent Strategic Grid River Soar to support Cropston WTW 17 37 

Portsmouth Water 
Portsmouth Havant Thicket Winter Storage Reservoir 15 53 

Severn Trent Strategic Grid Birmingham BHs conversion to potable supply  15 17 

South East Water Maidstone Aylesford Newsprint - use of existing groundwater sources 15 46 
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3.9 Sensitivity to costing 

The Adjusted AISC dataset addresses the issues associated with financing costs and approach 
to discounting that were identified in the WRMP19 options tables. In particular, the adjusted 
AISC dataset resolved the double counting issue and standardised the methodology for 
discounting financing costs to follow the ‘Spackman approach’. However, the adjusted 
dataset still shows considerable variability in cost for similar options. The costing of local 
supply options is likely to be inconsistent between different water companies, which may 
affect the search results. The adjusted costs dataset underwent option cost normalisation by 
an independent economics consultancy to produce the further adjusted costs dataset. These 
normalised costs were then brought into the model and the search was run for the NF Central 
scenario based on normalised local supply options costs.  
 
Figure 3.14 shows a comparison between Pareto fronts (least cost portfolios) of the National 
Framework Central scenario with and without normalised local supply option costs. The 
portfolios identified for the model using the further adjusted costs have slightly higher costs 
than those of the model using the adjusted costs. Table 3.2 shows a comparison of the costs 
of the least-cost portfolios between the adjusted costs and further adjusted costs. 
 

Table 3.2. Comparisons of the costs of the least cost portfolios between the adjusted and further 
adjusted option datasets 

Cost dataset Supply cost Transfer cost Total cost 

Adjusted cost 217.5 145.3 362.8 

Further adjusted 
cost 

257.4 110.9 368.3 

% change 19.7% −23.6% 2% 

 
As shown in Table 3.2, using the further adjusted cost dataset resulted in heavier investment 
in local supply options compared to using the adjusted cost dataset, whereas there was a 
relatively smaller investment in transfers. However, the total costs of the least-cost portfolios 
between the two cost datasets were similar. This would seem to indicate that the adjustment 
of local supply option costs to use consistent economies of scale would result in a relatively 
heavier investment in local supply options.  
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Figure 3.14 Efficient portfolios for the National Framework Central scenarios using adjusted supply 
option costs (orange points) and further adjusted supply option costs (yellow points) 

3.10 Sensitivity to sustainability reductions 

Examination of portfolios chosen in the search within a sensitivity analysis of sustainability 
reductions can show how sensitive the selection of strategic supply options and transfers is 
to sustainability reductions. Figure 3.15 shows a comparison of the efficient trade-off fronts 
between the 2019 Plan demands and the NF High, Central and Low sustainability reductions. 
There are increases in the costs of portfolios from the low to high sustainability reductions. 
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Figure 3.15 Low-cost portfolios for the 2019 Plan demands and National Framework High, Central and 
Low sustainability reductions 

 

The least-cost portfolios for the low, central and high sustainability reductions are indicated 
as ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ in Figure 3.15, respectively. These mixes of local supply options and transfers 
chosen in these two portfolios are shown in Figure 3.16. While the overall supply option and 
transfer costs differ between the different sustainability reduction scenarios, the patterns of 
supply-side investment and transfers remain consistent between the three sustainability 
scenarios.  
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Figure 3.16 Least-cost portfolios for 2019 Plan demands under the National Framework Low, Central 
and High sustainability reduction scenarios. 

 

The difference in total costs between sustainability change scenarios is significant. As with the 
differences observed when comparing demand scenarios, some of this is likely to be due to 
the model attempting to balance deficits that are bigger than the options it has available were 
scoped to address. In other words, the model is likely to need to use some high-cost options 
because it is constrained to using options that were only developed to bridge a smaller gap. 
If water companies were planning to address a bigger deficit, additional options would likely 
be developed.  
 
Looking at the trade-off fronts in Figure 3.15, the gap between the low and central scenarios 
is larger than that between the central and higher scenarios. This indicates a larger jump in 
costs between the low and central sustainability scenarios than that between the central and 
high sustainability scenarios, even though the increase in sustainability reduction between 
successive scenarios is around 250 Ml/d. A threshold of 500 Ml/d of sustainability reductions 
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appears to stress the options list. This threshold may exceed DO available from cost-effective 
options. 

 

3.11 Sensitivity to resilience 

Figure 3.17 shows a comparison of the efficient portfolios which use 2019 Plan demands, but 
the resilience is varied. Within the brown trade-off, 1:200 resilience is used, whereas in the 
light blue trade-off, the WRMP19 DOs are used. Overall costs of efficient designs decrease 
with decreasing scenario combination severity.  
 
The least-cost portfolios in Figure 3.17 are mapped in Figure 3.18 to show a mix of local supply 
options and transfers selected for one portfolio by the search. Like the previous sensitivity 
analysis in Section 3.10, while the overall supply option and transfer costs differ between the 
different resilience scenarios, the patterns of supply-side investment and transfers remain 
consistent between the three resilience scenarios. 

 

Figure 3.17 Cost efficient portfolios for 1:500, 1:200, and WRMP19 resilience.  
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Figure 3.18 Least-cost portfolios for 1:500 resilience, 1:200 resilience and WRMP19 resilience.  

 
 

3.12 Impact of constraining the geographic scope of transfers 

This section presents the results of model searches which varied the geographic scope of 
transfers. Six different transfer formulations were investigated with decreasing use of 
transfers, all under the NF Central scenario and existing transfers and using the Adjusted 
costs: (1) All transfers, equivalent to the transfer dataset investigated in previous sections; (2) 
all transfers up to an intra-region scale; (3) all transfers up to intra-company scale only; (4) 
company preferred and feasible transfers only; (5) company preferred transfers only and; (6) 
no transfers.  
 
Figure 3.19 shows the trade-off plots of the different transfer formulations. Only transfer 
formulations (1) and (2) avoided a deficit. This indicates that a deficit would be unavoidable 
(using the supply options currently available) under the NF central scenario by 2050 if only 
preferred and feasible transfers are considered.  
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Unsurprisingly, the formulation considering all transfers (1) showed the largest extent of 
transfer investment, followed by the intra-region transfers (2). There weren’t many transfers 
between neighbouring WRZs operated by the same water company; however, South 
Hampshire sees quite a few transfers between neighbouring zones (3). The least-cost 
portfolios for each formulation are shown in Figure 3.20. The mixes of local supplies and 
transfers for each least-cost portfolio are shown in Figure 3.20. The formulation considering 
all possible transfers (1) achieved the lowest cost least-cost portfolio, followed by the intra-
regional transfers (2). It is not possible to make the same comparison among the remaining 
transfer formulations as they all experienced deficits to varying extents.  
 
The combination of transfers and supply options chosen for (1) has been discussed previously. 
The least cost portfolio for (2) shows some important similarities and differences to (1). By 
constraining the model so it cannot transfer beyond an adjacent region, the search selects 
fewer local supply options in ST Strategic Grid. This is because ST Strategic Grid is no longer 
exporting water to WRE and WRSE, and therefore the activation of local supply options is to 
service the deficit within ST Strategic Grid. The search also chooses more local supply options 
in AW Ruthamford North, probably to compensate for less water being moved into WRE from 
WRW. Otherwise, these important intra-regional transfers evident in (1) are maintained in 
(2), including the transfer between TW SWOX and TW London and the transfer from UU 
Strategic Grid to ST Strategic Grid.  
 
Constraining the model to no transfers beyond intra-company transfers (3) leads to a limited 
transfer network. Consequently, various WRZs build local supply options to meet high deficits, 
including ST Strategic Grid and TW London. AW Ruthamford North tends to build local supply 
options for transfer into neighbouring WRZs in deficit.  
 
Under the company preferred + feasible transfers (4), the most local supply options are built 
in TW London, TW SWOX, ST Strategic Grid and AW Ruthamford North. Important transfers 
appear to be one between TW SWOX and TW London and from ST Strategic Grid, AW 
Ruthamford North and TW London to neighbouring WRZs.  
 
The company preferred transfer formulation (5) differs from (4) in that Abingdon is not built 
in TW SWOX, probably because a large capacity transfer between TW SWOX and TW London 
is no longer available. Under the no transfers formulation (6), the model chooses to build the 
majority of local supply options in ST Strategic Grid, TW London and AW Ruthamford North. 
Two large existing transfers originate from AW Ruthamford North of 70 Ml/d and 40 Ml/d, 
which explains why local supply options are built in this WRZ. 
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Figure 3.19 Plot showing the trade-offs between local supply cost and transfer cost for six transfer 
search process formulations, each with differing extents of transfer connectivity. Each model 
formulation was for the National Framework Central demand in 2050.  
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Figure 3.20 Least-cost portfolios for the National Framework Central scenario given different levels of geographic constraints on water transfers. 

Note, only transfer formulations (1) and (2) avoided a deficit. The costs presented in 3-6 are therefore not comparable to the costs in 1 or 2 or to 

one another because they do not resolve the supply / demand problem and they fail to do so to different extents.   
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3.13 Comparison of costs for transfers from WRN in relation to least-cost 

options 

In the workshops supporting this work, stakeholders questioned why the model was not 
selecting transfers originating from NW Kielder, as this WRZ has a large surplus due to Kielder 
Reservoir. The project team therefore looked specifically at this question. The main factors 
seem to be the isolation of NW Kielder from its neighbouring WRZs due to its large size and 
the large sizes of its neighbours. This leads to the need for relatively long transfers which tend 
to be high cost.  
 
Consultation with companies in WRN identified a feasible transfer between NW Kielder and 
YW Grid Surface Water Zone that could use a river, with a total pipeline length of 21.6 km and 
a capacity of 150 Ml/d. The model was then forced to favour transfers until that option was 
selected to understand the cost difference. The search, shown in Figure 3.21, found that the 
portfolio with the least transfer investment in which the transfer was built, had a total cost of 
£M 419/yr, around 15% higher cost than the least-cost portfolio.  
 
A comparison in costs between transferring 65 Ml/d from Northumbrian Water Kielder to YW 
Grid Surface Water Zone using this transfer and the cost of building 69 Ml/d capacity in local 
supplies for ST Strategic Grid found that the latter was more cost effective (6.24 £M/yr vs. 4.1 
£M/yr). Since the model has already built transfers to facilitate the transfer cascade from 
WRW to WRSE, it would be more cost effective in this case to increase the water in the 
cascade by increasing local supply options built in ST Strategic Grid than to build additional 
transfers to move surplus water from NW Kielder into the cascade. 
 
Our investigations have therefore not identified transfers from NW Kielder within the cost-
effective portfolios. This is likely because of the distances involved in the transfer and the 
relatively cost-effective alternative supply options available in ST Strategic Grid as well as the 
cumulative surplus available in YW Grid Surface Water Zone and UU Strategic Resources Zone 
being sufficient to meet the deficits nationally. 
 
This analysis does not rule out further investigation of routes to utilise water from Kielder. 
Potential transfers are currently being considered by Water Resources West and Water 
Resources North and these investigations may identify effective transfer routes. It should also 
be noted that, while longer transfers tend to be higher cost, they do have the potential to 
bring greater drought resilience than shorter transfers. This is because, generally speaking, 
the greater the distance water is moved the lower the chance that the source and the 
destination will both be in drought at the same time. 
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Figure 3.21 Trade-off of the NF Central scenario showing the position on the portfolio trade-off front 
with the least investment in transfers in which transfers in WRN, such as from NWL Kielder, are built 
and a comparison of the overall cost of the portfolio in relation to that of the least-cost portfolio. 

 

3.14 Transfers and supply options most frequently used across all scenarios 

 
This section looks to identify transfers that tend to be selected frequently in the model and 
therefore are potentially attractive options for regional groups. It examines transfers that 
occur frequently within portfolios across all three of the National Framework (NF) demand 
scenarios, i.e., NF Low, NF Central and NF High. Options that occur frequently across all the 
NF demand scenarios can be regarded as likely high value options, as they are relevant across 
the range of plausible future demands. Portfolios with supply option costs within the least-
cost portfolio ± 50% for all three demand scenarios were selected. Figure 3.22 below shows 
intra-region transfers that appeared in all (100%) of the portfolios examined and inter-
regional transfers that occurred in 50% or more of the portfolios examined. The 25th, 50th and 
75th percentiles of the capacity of each transfer across all the portfolios is shown.  
 
This analysis suggests that the Vyrnwy-River Severn transfer and River Severn-Deerhurst to 
Culham transfers are optimal across all three of the demand scenarios. The River Severn -
Deerhurst to Culham is a RAPID SRO, although the capacity of the selected transfer is limited 
in the model to 100 Ml/d as it is a permutation of the transfer that uses the Gloucester and 
Sharpness Canal and Cotswold Canal. Under this permutation, water is abstracted from the 
River Severn during high flow conditions for storage near Longdon. Water would then be 
discharged back into the River Severn during low flow periods. This water is re-abstracted 
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downstream into the Gloucester and Sharpness Canal and transferred along the Cotswold 
Canals to the River Thames. The additional DO this option would provide is stated to be 98 
Ml/d. Other relatively large transfers include the transfer from ST Strategic Grid to AW South 
Lincolnshire and the ST Strategic Grid to ST Nottinghamshire transfer.  

 

Figure 3.22 Map showing a summary of transfers that are included in portfolios with supply option 
costs within the least-cost portfolio ± 50% for all three demand scenarios (NF Low, Central and High 
demand scenarios). Only transfers with capacities exceeding 10 Ml/d are shown. Only intra-region 
transfers that occurred in all (100%) of the investigated portfolios are shown. Only inter-region 
transfers that occurred in 50% or more of the investigated portfolios are shown.  

 
Figure 3.23 shows the frequency of supply options appearing in the same portfolios with 

average capacities ≥ 20 Ml/d. The 25th, 50th and 75th percentile capacities of each supply 
option built are shown above each bar. The red ‘*’ represents a RAPID SRO. Figure 3.23 shows 
that the largest supply option built is the desalination option in TW London, although this 
option only appears in around half of the portfolios and has a wide range of capacities from 
17 Ml/d to 188 Ml/d. Abingdon Reservoir, a RAPID SRO in TW SWOX, is built in most of the 
cost -effective portfolios (> 90%) across all of the demand scenarios, although capacities range 
from 12 Ml/d to 212 Ml/d.  
 
South Lincolnshire Reservoir is another RAPID SRO in AW Ruthamford North built in all (100%) 
of the portfolios investigated, although the capacity at which this option is built has a wide 
range of 15 Ml/d to 71 Ml/d. The option ‘Frankley and Strensham WTW upgrade’ in ST 
Strategic Grid is a large option that appears in a few of the portfolios examined. This option 
is relatively more expensive than the other options available to ST Strategic Grid, and so is 
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built to large capacities only in the higher demand scenarios. Figure 3.23 shows the relative 
importance of the other local supply options and the range of capacities at which they are 
built.  

 
 

Figure 3.23 Graph showing how often (% frequency) a range of local supply options with average 
capacities ≥ 20 Ml/d are built in the model among portfolios where supply option costs are within ± 
50% of the least-cost portfolio across all three demand scenarios (NF Low, Central and High demand 
scenarios). The three numbers appearing above each bar represent the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile 
of the capacity (Ml/d) of the supply option built. RAPID SROs are indicated by a red ‘*’. 

 
Figure 3.24 looks at the volume of supply capacity developed by WRZ across a range of 
scenarios and identifies the biggest option in a zone where there is one > 20Ml/d. It also 
presents how frequently this option is built within the scenarios explored.  
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Figure 3.24 Map showing average total capacity of supply options built among portfolios with supply 
option costs within the least-cost portfolio ± 50% across all three demand scenarios (NF Low, Central 
and High demand scenarios). The largest option built per WRZ (>20 Ml/d) is indicated by cross-
referencing the red labels in the map with the legend on the right. For each option shown, the three 
numbers in brackets represent the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile of the capacity of the option built 
across all the portfolios examined. 

 
Figure 3.24 shows that the WRZs that bring forward significant local supply option capacity 
are ST Strategic Grid, TW SWOX and TW London. The largest individual supply options 
activated in these WRZs (according to the 75th percentile of the capacity of the option 
activated) are the Abingdon Reservoir in TW SWOX, the Beckton and Crossness Desalination 
option in TW London, the Marchwood Desalination option in SWS Hants Southampton West 
and the Frankley and Strensham WTW upgrades option in ST Strategic Grid. The local supply 
options shown in Figure 3.24 in many cases support major transfers, such as the transfer 
between TW SWOX and TW London (4 in Figure 3.22), the transfers between ST Strategic Grid 
and AWS South Lincolnshire, AWS Ruthamford North and TW SWOX (transfers 5, 6 and 20, 
respectively in Figure 3.22), the transfer between SWS Hants Southampton West and SWS 
Hants Southampton East (transfer 8 in Figure 3.24) and the transfer between SSW Cambridge 
and AFW Stort (transfer 17 in Figure 3.22). Further consultation with WRW indicated that the 
Shropshire groundwater scheme phases 6, 7 and 8 (#7 in Figure 3.24) is unlikely to be a viable 
option and should be removed from future work. 
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4. Recommendations and conclusions 

4.1 Scope for regions to learn from project findings 

 
This England and Wales supply-demand model is an exploratory tool to inform thinking in 
regional groups, water companies and regulators. The model shows different ways that 
WRMP19 options and an unconstrained list of potential future transfers could be used to 
meet national needs as estimated in the water resources national framework. It reveals new 
information about potentially efficient transfer routes and associated supply investment to 
support transfers.  
 
Regional groups may wish to review these transfer routes to understand if they can add value 
to their plans. Regional groups may also wish to review the supply options that emerged 
across a wide range of scenarios, particularly those not included in their plans, and consider 
whether those options could add further value in the context of a more connected network. 
 
This model does not select a preferred plan nationally or for any region. It is not intended to 
replicate the more detailed assessments needed to produce regional plans and WRMPs. 
Instead, it identifies potentially cost-efficient complementary bundles of options and 
transfers for further investigation. It adds value by considering how different zones might 
contribute to meeting national water demands most efficiently. This is a challenging question 
and one that is not within the remit of any one regional group or water company. 
 

4.2 Limitations of the modelling approach 

 
The model used in this study, which covers England and Wales, is necessarily lower resolution 
than the models used to inform investment decisions more locally. It simplifies the planning 
problem in many ways to make it manageable at a national scale with the data available. Its 
limitations include: 

• It is focused on public water supply and therefore does not include water demands 

from other water abstractors such as farmers or power generation. The model’s 

consideration of public water supply demands is limited to dry year annual average 

and therefore does not represent pressures faced in some areas which are driven by 

critical period conditions which are more extreme than dry year annual average. 

• It seeks to achieve resilience to a 1 in 500 year drought across England and Wales. In 

practice it is unlikely that such a drought would affect all parts of England and Wales 

in the same way so this assumption will over-estimate water needs.  

• The model seeks to optimise at the year 2050 and doesn’t account for the profiling of 

investment over time up to that point.  

• The model optimises primarily on the basis of cost – as provided by water companies 

through the WRMP process – and does not have access to broader data on the value 
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of options. The cost information the model uses assumes 100% utilisation which may 

not represent how options would be operated across the planning period. This could 

miss operational efficiencies and make options appear higher cost. 

• The model is not able to represent environmental constraints to, for example, 

transferring water beyond those that have been assessed as part of options 

development process by the water companies. This may overestimate the potential 

for transfers.  

• The model works by balancing supply and demand based on annual averages and does 

not currently assess needs based on critical periods.  

• The model uses data from the 2019 water resource management plans. This is 

consistent with the 2020 Water Resources National Framework. However, the 

regional groups are updating this information currently and it will be moving on in 

many areas. In particular, the scale of likely abstraction reductions is increasing. In 

addition to this, new options are being developed and understanding of the costs of 

those options is improving.  

• The population data used pre-dates the global pandemic and therefore does not 

consider changing social trends that may result such as shifts toward home working. 

Population data will also be developing to reflect changes in potential growth areas 

such as the Ox-Cam arc.  

In addition to this, the project has generated potential transfers that have not been 
investigated previously and that the modellers have no external information on. To do this, it 
makes a range of assumptions about those transfers, which are listed below: 

• Water transfer distances are calculated as the crow flies, and the model does not 

consider physical barriers to transfers, other than calculating the pumping costs 

needed to overcome elevation (which is factored in).  

• The model assumes that bi-directional pipeline transfers have the same capital costs 

each way. They may have different operating costs depending on the elevation to be 

overcome in each direction and these are differentiated in the model. 

• In simulation mode, the model selects transfers based on distance as a proxy for cost 

(implementing shorter transfers first) but not directly on cost as this would introduce 

non-linearity.  

• Due to a lack of transfer costing information, a generic water transfer costing formula 

was used. This is less accurate than transfer-specific cost estimates (see Appendices A 

and B) and the type of treatment required for different types of transfers will add 

further to cost uncertainty. Pumping costs associated with canal transfers were not 

accounted for. 

• There was no modelling of water quality (including tidal influence), losses associated 

with river transfers or environmental impacts of transfers. Further assumptions and 

limitations are outlined in Appendix F. 
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4.3 Possible model extensions and future use 

This project has been useful in exploring the potential for new transfers and the sorts of 
options from the last round of WRMPs that tend to get selected under a range of different 
scenarios. It has added value by taking a national view on option selection. This has suggested 
that cost savings may be available through wider use of water transfers to increase 
connectivity in the network. The model has potential to keep adding value and could be used 
in a variety of ways discussed below.  
 
This project has deliberately maintained continuity with the water resources national 
framework, using the same demand scenarios. However, as regional groups develop their 
plans, this data will move on and could usefully be updated. Scenarios surrounding 
sustainability changes could be updated based on the emerging regional plans. These are 
likely to include greater changes in abstraction than those included in this study.  
 
As well as updating the demand data, improvements could be made by updating the option 
(supply) data. Improved option costs would make design recommendations more robust. This 
is particularly relevant for new transfers, which have been costed in a basic way, but also for 
supply options. The model is fundamentally limited by the supply options that it has available 
in that it cannot meaningfully create hypothetical supply options due to real-world local 
constraints. Updating the supply options available as more are scoped would therefore 
improve the results. A more thorough review of when and why SROs are recommended by 
the model, could also be of interest. This study only investigated the Canal & River Trust 
network of canals within the selection of transfers. However, many more navigations exist. 
Future studies could examine additional canal networks to include those managed by the 
Environment Agency and the Broads Authority. 
 
Most water company aggregate supply-demand modelling exercises assume water scarcity 
conditions occur homogenously regionally. At a national scale this is less likely to be the case. 
However, for simplicity, modelling to date has assumed the same deployable output (DO) 
scenario nationally for all assessments. Consequently, when optimising or assessing new 
options or transfers, the model is only exposed to a uniform set of conditions and does not 
‘see’ a condition where one company (or region) is in a more severe supply-demand 
imbalance than another or vice versa. A set of DO scenarios with more severe DO conditions 
in some WRZs than others could be produced to change this. Using existing data, this could 
be done by generating a number of alternative scenarios in which DOs are selected to be 
either from the 1 in 200 year or 1 in 500 year drought event datasets depending on the loci 
of a “drought”. Results would allow forming an early opinion on how significant the issue of 
spatial variation in DO conditions is for option and transfer selection. 
 
The current design formulation used in this report optimises the system’s design for a limited 
set of objectives (local option and transfer cost). Up to around 10 objectives could be 
optimised simultaneously (and the trade-offs between them reported on). This would require 
different metrics or ‘scores’ to be assigned to all options (as input data) to reflect new criteria. 
This could be used to, for example, more explicitly explore differences in greenhouse gas 
emissions from alternative scenarios. There would be no need for weighting of objectives. 
The AI-powered methods used would make weighting un-necessary because the optimisation 
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is ‘a posteriori’, i.e., it allows the analyst or decision-maker to see the ‘cost’ to other objectives 
when they seek increasingly better performance for 1 objective. This is easier and more 
intuitive than assigning subjective weights, when the analyst isn’t aware how these weights 
influence the process.  
 
Adding supplementary objectives into the search process isn’t the only way the model could 
be used to explore how policy choices might affect infrastructure selection. For example, one 
or more options could be imposed on the model (in order to reflect other policy or political 
goals), or removed (in order to remove a less desirable option), and the design model could 
be run again to see the opportunity cost this imposes on the system (i.e., how much it costs 
to impose an option or design characteristic which isn’t in the original cost efficient bundle, 
those which are plotted throughout this report). For example, if investment in certain regions 
was prioritised, selection of strategic assets could be imposed. An example of this could be 
prioritising transfers from Northumbrian Water Kielder to neighbouring WRZs. The model 
could then estimate the impact this would have on national costs. 
 
The current model optimises the system’s design for individual scenarios ‘one at a time’. 
Analysts can currently examine which options are found in several designs to create a list of 
possible seemingly low regret options, which appear effective and well suited to a wide set of 
conditions. A more rigorous systematic way of doing this would be to optimise the design 
under several scenarios simultaneously, aiming for designs 'robust' (able to withstand 
multiple scenarios) to future uncertainty. This design approach is known as ‘robust 
optimisation’ and could be done across a range of supply-demand scenarios, including the 
spatial heterogeneous ones described above. 
 
The model in design mode can be run for multiple years, as an Economics of Balancing Supply 
and Demand (EBSD) model would be, to produce a recommended efficient and deterministic 
(fixed in advance) plan - a sequence of investments over time). Alternatively, the sequencing 
could be adaptive using a multi-scenario (‘decision tree’ or ‘real-options’) formulation where 
different designs are triggered by adaptive design rules that adapt individually to each supply-
demand scenario. In this way the model would help identify efficient adaptive rules for 
investments rather than a pre-set fixed plan of investments. This would encourage the model 
to seek initial (early in the planning horizon) low regret investments, i.e., those that are more 
likely to accommodate a wider range of futures if supply and demand estimates deviate from 
expectations more in the future. It would be useful for regional groups and regulators to 
understand the sorts of low regret investments that can be made early and support efficiently 
flexible option sequencing (those options which most cost efficiently accommodate different 
supply/demand scenarios later on). 
 
The model’s data could be made accessible (explorable and updatable) online. The model and 
a library of results could be hosted online and shared with a designated group via a secure 
existing web-based user-interface for Pywr models. This would encourage experimentation 
and exploration of future designs by a group of authorised users. The model could be used in 
future along with a water transfer database that companies, regional groups, regulators and 
navigation authorities could share, update and collaborate on for joint use.  
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The model, if developed further, could potentially be used more formally in future as a way 
of bringing a national perspective to the identification of potentially efficient transfer and 
supply options. 
 
 

4.4 Summary of findings 

Given the current data, model formulations and assumptions, the project findings can be 
summarised as follows: 

1. Greater collaboration, through the use of inter-regional transfers, has the potential to 

reduce total costs and help balance supply and demand. This supports the case for 

strategic planning beyond individual water company boundaries as the regional 

groups are currently doing. 

2. Results suggest that planning at an England and Wales scale and exploiting new 

potentially cost-efficient connections decreases total water supply costs including 

transfer cost (expressed as average incremental social costs) by up to 24% compared 

to current company plans; 9% of that cost reduction is due to being willing to transfer 

water between regions. 

3. The model, through seeking efficient solutions at an England and Wales scale, can 

meet higher demands, including for the environment in the form of reduced 

abstraction, at higher service levels at a cost similar to currently planned water 

supplies. 

4. Infrastructure costs are sensitive to per-capita consumption, drought resilience and 

sustainability changes. Demand management is included in the core scenarios and 

demand management costs are not included in the comparison of infrastructure costs. 

 

Table demonstrating the sensitivity of infrastructure costs to demand, drought 

resilience and sustainability reductions 

Scenario Per-capita 

consumption 

Drought 

Resilience 

Sust. 

reductions 

Total 

costs 

% Change 

relative to 

central 

Demand 

127 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

730.5 
£M/yr + 101% 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

362.8 
£M/yr - 

110 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 

230.5 
£M/yr −36.5%  

Resilience 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 362.8 
£M/yr 

+ 51.3% 

118 l/h/d 1:200 721 Ml/d 239.8 
£M/yr 

- 
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118 l/h/d WRMP19 721 Ml/d 119 
£M/yr −50.4% 

Sust. 

Reductions 

118 l/h/d 1:500 721 Ml/d 362.8 
£M/yr 

+ 15.3% 

118 l/h/d 1:500 523 Ml/d 314.6 
£M/yr 

- 

118 l/h/d 1:500 250 Ml/d 217.9 
£M/yr 

−30.7%  

 

 

5. The selection of transfers is sensitive to the requirements for treatment, and the 

further costs that treatment implies.  

6. The observed patterns of local supply and transfer investment appear to be 

significantly driven by meeting demand in London and South East England. 

7. There are no supply demand imbalances in Wales that would cause Wales to import 

water from England. It might be cost effective to import some water from Wales to 

England, but an absence of either significant surpluses or future potential local supply 

options in Wales limits transfers from Wales in this model. Although the Vyrnwy 

transfer is prominent among cost-effective solutions, it is classified as a transfer from 

United Utilities Strategic Resource Zone. 

8. Surplus in the United Utilities Strategic Resource Zone and cost-effective supply 

options in Severn Trent Water’s Strategic Grid along with the long distances between 

Northumbrian Water’s Kielder reservoir and neighbouring WRZs mean that transfers 

from Kielder are not selected among the cost-effective portfolios. 

9. The model is sensitive to the cost of local supply options. Since the costs of options 

vary considerably between companies, further investigation might be warranted of 

these costs. Severn Trent Strategic Grid and Thames Swindon and Oxfordshire (SWOX) 

had the most low-cost options.  

10. The general large-scale pattern of water transfers from north to south in the model is: 

f. Surplus water from United Utilities Strategic Resources Zone to Severn Trent 

Strategic Grid, with the Vyrnwy-River Severn transfer prominent. 

g. Severn Trent Strategic Grid builds relatively cost-effective supply options, from 

which water is transferred to Water Resources East and Water Resources 

South East (WRSE). 

h. Water transferred to WRSE (Thames SWOX) is through the River Severn and a 

permutation of the Deerhurst to Culham transfer. 

i. Abingdon reservoir supplements water in Thames SWOX before a transfer is 

sent to Thames London. 

j. London has a large 300 Ml/d deficit under the National Framework central 

scenario but does not develop a significant amount of local supply capacity in 

the most cost-effective portfolios (only 125 Ml/d). 
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11. The preferred and feasible sets of transfers and local supply options considered by 

companies in WRMP19 are insufficient to avoid a deficit by 2050 under challenging 

demand, drought resilience and environmental scenarios (consumption set at 118 

litres per person per day; 1 in 500-year drought resilience; environmental 

sustainability reductions set to 721 megalitres per day). Under this scenario, large 

deficits occur in Thames London and Severn Trent Strategic Grid, with lower deficits 

in the East and South East, whereas surpluses occur in the North and the northern part 

of Water Resources West.  

12. There are small deficits under more challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, 

resilience and sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) 

among many WRZs in WRE and WRSE before the model chooses any additional local 

supply options or transfers. This, along with the fact that many of these WRZs have 

few or no local supply options, indicate that water companies had not yet (at 

WRMP19) identified enough local supply options. This may be because there have not 

been significant deficits in these WRZs in the past.  

13. Constraining the geographical extent of transfers to between adjacent WRZs operated 

by the same company results in the model building a limited number of transfers. 

However, quite a few transfers are built in South Hampshire.  

Table 4.1: A summary of points the regions might wish to follow up on given the results of 

the strategic design exercise. 

Region Points to follow up per region 

Water Resources 
North (WRN) 

• There appears to be a lack of preferred and feasible transfer 

options to allow access to surplus water from Kielder reservoir. 

The distance between WRN and areas that require the water 

increases the costs of possible transfers. However, the region 

should explore whether there are viable low-cost transfer 

options to connect WRN to WRW or WRE.  

• The model recommended few cost-effective inter-regional 

transfers originating from WRN. Potential transfers, such as 

between Yorkshire Water Grid Surface Water Zone and Anglian 

Water Central Lincolnshire in WRE, should be explored further 

to test whether cost-effective transfers can be found.  

Water Resources East 
(WRE) 

• The identification of many short, low-capacity transfers by the 

model as cost-effective in WRE indicates a lack of local supply 

options to meet demand under high resilience and sustainability 

reductions. The region should consider whether there are 

additional cost-effective local supply options in the WRE area 

that can be proposed by regional groups or water companies.  

• The model indicates the potential to transfer water from WRW 

to WRE using the existing canal network. This should be further 

explored. 
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• The model recommended an inter-region transfer from WRE to 

WRSE supported by raising the reservoir on the Great Ouse. This 

result was because the model used an adjusted cost dataset 

where this option was cheaper than the Grand Union Canal 

reuse option. The relative benefits of these options should be 

considered further. 

• The South Lincolnshire Reservoir and the raised reservoir on the 

Great Ouse appear to be important local supply options in the 

context of this modelling.  

Water Resources 
South East (WRSE) 

• The deficit in Thames Water (TW) London under the preferred 

and feasible transfers and more challenging scenarios (per-

capita consumption, resilience and sustainability reductions of 

118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) indicates a need for 

additional local supply options and/or transfers to be 

considered by companies. 

• The identification of many short, low-capacity transfers by the 

model in WRSE as being cost effective potentially indicates a 

lack of local supply options to meet demand under more 

challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, resilience and 

sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, 

respectively). The region should consider whether there are 

additional cost-effective local supply options in the WRSE area 

that can be proposed by regional groups or water companies. 

• Meeting the deficit in London using the options available to the 

model appears to depend largely on inter-region transfers from 

WRW along the River Severn and Thames, supported by the 

Vyrnwy and Abingdon Reservoirs. 

• The preferred inter-region transfer between WCWR and WRSE 

appears to be important in the context of these model runs and 

the selection of an additional possible transfer by the model as 

cost effective indicates theoretical benefits from expanding this 

option. 

West Country Water 
Resources (WCWR) 

• The model recognises transfers between WCWR and WRSE as 

being cost effective in addition to those considered as preferred 

and feasible by companies. This suggests that there are 

theoretical benefits from either increasing the capacity of 

company-considered transfers to WRSE or identifying additional 

transfers. 

Water Resources 
West (WRW) 

• The surplus in United Utilities (UU) Strategic Resource Zone 

under more challenging scenarios (per-capita consumption, 

resilience and sustainability reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 
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721 Ml/d, respectively) indicates further potential for transfer 

of water to Severn Trent (ST) Strategic Grid beyond the 

preferred and feasible transfers.  

• The deficit in ST Strategic Grid under more challenging scenarios 

(per-capita consumption, resilience and sustainability 

reductions of 118 l/h/d, 1:500 and 721 Ml/d, respectively) and 

under the preferred and feasible transfers indicates a need for 

additional local supply options and/or transfers to be 

considered. 

• ST Strategic Grid appears to be an important WRZ for inter-

region transfers to WRSE and WRE. In particular, the transfer to 

WRSE along the River Severn supported by the Vyrnwy Reservoir 

appears to be key to meeting the deficit in London in the context 

of these model runs.  

• Many of the inter-region transfers from WRW to WRE use the 

existing canal network. The potential for using the canal 

network should be fully explored. 

• Wales appears to have insufficient supply options to enable 

meaningful transfers east. However, there may be cost-effective 

local supply options that companies could consider. 

• Important local supply options, in the context of these model 

runs, appear to include the Carsington Reservoir support to 

Melbourne WTW, the River Soar to support Cropston WTW and 

the Birmingham BHs conversion to potable supply. 

 

 

 

4.5 Contacting RAPID for comments and suggestions 

 
Further suggestions for improving the data and analysis presented in the current report are 
welcomed. These responses will be examined and summarised to inform future work. 
 
For comments and suggestions, email RAPID at: RAPID@ofwat.gov.uk 
Please title your email as: ‘Comment: water supply-demand model for England and Wales’  
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Appendix A – Water transfer cost estimation 
Eq. (A1) and Fig. A1 demonstrate the pipeline CAPEX costing function updated for inflation 
from that used by Ofwat (2007), which in this report is referred to as the : 
 
UCAPEX = (Q/12.076)−0.6 × 25,800 [if Q < 12] 
UCAPEX = 25,800 [if Q ≥ 12]       (A1) 
 
In Eq. (A1), UCAPEX (£/Ml/day/km) is the pipeline unit cost and Q is the pipeline capacity 
(Ml/day). As per the Ofwat (2007) model, a breakpoint of Q = 12 Ml/day is set in the function, 
above which unit cost is constant and below which unit costs rise steeply in an inverse power 
relationship (Fig. A1). 
 

 

Figure A1. Pipeline capital expenditure (CAPEX) costing model used in the present study, which was 
adapted from that used in the Ofwat (2007) report to account for inflation. 

 

Fixed operating unit expenditure cost (UFOPEX) is estimated as per Ofwat (2007) as 1% and 
0.2% of UCAPEX to represent the yearly costs for maintenance on the pipeline and pumping 
stations, respectively, for a total of 1.2%. UFOPEX (£/Mℓ/day/km/yr) is therefore calculated 
as: 
 
UFOPEX= UCAPEX × 0.012 (A2) 

    
The Ofwat (2007) report provides a method to estimate unit pumping costs related to larger 
friction of smaller pipe diameters (UFRICVAREX), and the current study uses the same method 
to calculate pumping costs due to pipe friction but considering inflation since the report 
publication in 2007:  
 
UFRICVAREX = (Q/12.076)−0.6 × 0.129 [if Q < 12]  
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UFRICVAREX = 0.129 [if Q ≥ 12] (A3) 
 
In Eq. (A3), UFRICVAREX is the variable unit operating cost (p/m3/km/yr) accounting for pipe 
friction.  
 
Pumping costs to overcome elevation were also considered in the transfer costing. To 
consider the impact of elevation on pumping costs, the net change in elevation between the 
start and the end of the transfer was calculated. A script was used to link coordinates of the 
transfer start and end points to an online National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) web service, which provides elevation from a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM) digital elevation model (DEM) for a set of coordinates. The unit VAREX costs 
representing costs of pumping to overcome elevation (UPUMPVAREX) were calculated as: 
 
UPUMPVAREX = α × 1,000 × β × 365  
α = 0.0340625 (p/m3/m) 
 

(A4) 

In Eq. (A4), UPUMPVAREX is the unit pumping cost to overcome elevation (p/Ml/yr), α is the 
cost to lift 1 m3 through 1 m and β is the net change in elevation over the transfer (m). 
 
Total transfer CAPEX (£) and OPEX (£/yr) were then calculated as: 
 
CAPEX= UCAPEX × d × Q (A5) 
FOPEX = (UFOPEX × d × Q) (A6) 
FRICVAREX = UFRICVAREX × d × Q × 10) (A7) 
PUMPVAREX = UPUMPVAREX × Q/100 (A8) 
VAREX = PUMPVAREX + FRICVAREX (A9) 
If VAREX < 0 then VAREX = 0  
OPEX = FOPEX + VAREX (A10) 

 
In Eq. (A5) to A10), d is the transfer distance (km), FOPEX is fixed operating costs (£/yr), 
FRICVAREX is variable operating costs to overcome pipe friction (£/yr), PUMPVAREX is 
variable operating costs to overcome elevation (£/yr) and VAREX is the total variable 
operating costs (£/yr) and is the sum of FRICVAREX and PUMPVAREX. Since PUMPVAREX 
might be negative if there is an overall loss in elevation between a transfer start and end 
point, it is assumed that there will be no variable operating cost for the transfer if the drop in 
elevation is sufficient to overcome pipe friction. 
 
The calculations of transfer AISC costs followed the same procedure used in the company 
Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP) tables.  
 
WAFU= Q × 365 (A11) 

 
In Eq. (A11) WAFU is yearly water available for use (Ml/yr). 
 
The present value (NPV) of CAPEX, OPEX and WAFU were calculated using discount rates (i) 
that varied between 2.5% to 3.5% over the assumed transfer lifetime of 80 years: 
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𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  ∑ ((
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋

5
) ×

1

(1+ 𝑖)
𝑦−1)5

𝑦=1   (A12) 

 
In Eq. (A12), y is the year and i is the discount rate (%). It is assumed that a transfer is built 
within the first five years.  
 

𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  ∑ (𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 ×
1

(1+ 𝑖)
𝑦−1)80

𝑦=6   (A13) 

𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑊𝐴𝐹𝑈 =  ∑ (𝑊𝐴𝐹𝑈 ×
1

(1+ 𝑖)
𝑦−1)80

𝑦=6    (A14) 

  
In Eq. (A13) and Eq. (A14), the NPV values only consider periods during which the transfer is 
active, which is from year 6 onwards as it is assumed that 5 years are needed for construction 
of the transfer.  
 
Average incremental social cost (AISC), as per the WRMP tables, is then calculated as: 
 
AISC (pence/m3) = ((NPVCAPEX+ NPVOPEX) × 102)/(WAFU × 103)  (A15) 

 
To construct the transfer cost curve demonstrated in Fig. 2b, the AISCs for each possible 
transfer were calculated for transfer volumes in a set range of 1 Ml/day to 300 Ml/day. The 
upper capacities for the company transfers were as specified in the transfer dataset. It is 
important to note that unlike for local supply option costs, the cost of the transfer is 
represented by the WAFU multiplied by the corresponding AISC in the curve, and not an 
integration up to the WAFU point. 
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Appendix B – Scaling of transfer costs to fit company estimated 

transfer costs 

 
Figure B1. Frequency distribution of the ratio of WRMP company transfer AISCs (in black) 

compared to those estimated by the transfer cost formula detailed in Appendix A. Only 15% 

of company AISCs were lower than water transfer AISCs estimated using the transfer cost 

formula. The median AISC costs of transfers reported in WRMP19 by companies is 3 times 

larger than that implied by the transfer cost formula. 

 
The transfer cost estimation described in Appendix A produces transfer costs (as AISCs) that 
are generally smaller than those estimated by water companies in WRMP19. As shown in 
Figure B1, only 15% of transfers reported by companies have an AISC lower than the one 
estimated with the method in Appendix A, and 85% of WRMP documented transfers have 
higher AISCs.  
 
The Appendix A formula generates an AISC for larger pipes which considers capital costs, fixed 
operating costs due to maintenance, and variable operating costs for pumping to overcome 
friction. Possible reasons for the discrepancy between the Appendix A estimation and the 
costs reported in water company WRMPs include land purchasing, water treatment costs, and 
carbon costs. Treatment costs can be large and will vary considerably for different transfers, 
which is why the sensitivity of model results to water treatment costs was explored in the 
report. The Appendix A cost approximation assumes transfers follow a straight route. This is 
an additional source of cost underestimation as in reality pipelines follow contours and avoid 
developments and geographical features.  
 
In addition, there are a range of ‘add-on’ costs which are not considered in the Appendix A 
AISC estimate, including:  

• Diversions of other services  
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• Service connections, e.g. electricity supply to pumping stations 

• Design and survey costs 

• Site access, drainage and landscaping 

• Planning consent 

• Telemetry and control systems 

• Metering costs 

• Abstraction intake structures, break tanks, control valves, and other hydraulic 
connections 

 
The median AISC unit cost water transfer estimates reported by companies is 3 times larger 
than the unit costs implied by the first order Appendix A cost estimation method. In response 
this, and to align the model results with company 2019 returns, we have chosen in this study 
to multiply the transfer cost estimates from Appendix A by 3 in order to set them equal to the 
median water transfer AISC costs reported by companies. This assumption can be examined 
further and transfer cost estimates improved in future work. It should be noted that changing 
this unit transfer cost scaling factor changes the location of the least cost portfolio on the x 
axis of the supply vs. transfer cost scatter plot trade-off figures found in this report, but it 
does not change the shapes of the trade-offs identified. 
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Appendix C – Mathematical summary of search objectives and 

constraints 
 

Two search objectives were used in this study: (1) minimizing total local supply cost and; (2) 

minimizing total transfer cost. 

 

The objectives of the optimisation are defined below. 

Minimise: ʄ𝑁𝑎𝑡𝐿𝑆𝐶 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑅𝑍𝐿𝑆𝐶𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1        (C1) 

Minimise: ʄ𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑇𝐶 =  ∑ 𝑇𝐶𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1         (C2) 

In Eq. (C1), WRZLSCi is the local supply cost (M£/yr) of water resource zone (WRZ) i, n is the 

total number of WRZs in England and Wales and NatLSC is the national aggregated local supply 

cost (M£/yr). In Eq. (C2), TCj is the transfer cost (M£/yr) for potential activated transfer j, N is 

the total number of potential transfers activated in England and Wales and NatTC is the 

national aggregated transfer cost of potential transfers activated (M£/yr). 

The optimisations were subject to the following constraint: 

WRZDefi = Demi −Supi 

ʄ𝑁𝑎𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑓 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑅𝑍𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1   

Constraint: 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑓 ≤ 0        (C3) 

In Eq. (C3), WRZDefi is the deficit of WRZ i, Supi is the supply of WRZ i, incorporating water 

available for use (WAFU), Demi is the demand of WRZ i, incorporating distribution input (DI) 

plus headroom and NatDef is the nationally aggregated deficit. The optimisations seek 

solutions that satisfy constraints and maximise or minimise the objective function terms. In 

cases where the constraints on the supply demand balance cannot be met because there is a 

deficit, those solutions with the smallest values of NafDef are identified.  
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Appendix D – Unconstrained list of strategic transfers 

 

 

Figure D1 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 - WRW and Wales 

Table D1 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 - WRW and Wales. Cross -reference 
with Figure D1 
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Figure D2 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WCWR 

 

Table D2 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WCWR. Cross-reference with 
Figure D2 
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Figure D3 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 - WRSE 

Table D3 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WRSE. Cross-reference with 
Figure D3 
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Table D3 continued Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WRSE. Cross-reference 
with Figure D3 

 

 

 

Figure D4 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 - WRE 
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Table D4 Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WRE. Cross-reference to Figure 
C4 

 

Table D4 continued Summary of transfers in portfolios in red box of Figure 3.9 – WRE. Cross-reference 
to Figure D4 
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Appendix E – Summary of response from water companies 

Table E1 Summary of responses from water companies when asked to constrain transfers identified 
as promising within cost-effective portfolios of the unconstrained list of transfers  

From WRZ To WRZ Feasibility score Reason for infeasibility 

ST  Strategic Grid ST  Nottinghamshire 5 - very promising  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Bourne 5 - very promising  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Bourne 5 - very promising  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Ruthamford West 5 - very promising  
AWS  East Suffolk AWS  South Essex 5 - very promising  
AWS  East Suffolk AWS  Bury Haverhill 5 - very promising  
AWS  Bury Haverhill AWS  Newmarket 5 - very promising  
AWS  North Norfolk Rural AWS  North Fenland 5 - very promising  
SWW  Roadford SWW  Colliford 4 - promising  
DCW  SEWCUS ST  Forest and Stroud 4 - promising  
DCW  Monmouth ST  Forest and Stroud 4 - promising Other 

SWW  Wimbleball 
WXW  Companywide 
(WW) 4 - promising  

UUX  Strategic Resource 
Zone ST  Strategic Grid 3 - possible 

Insufficient distribution 
capacity of receiving WRZ 

UUX  Strategic Resource 
Zone ST  Strategic Grid 3 - possible Other 

AWS  South Lincolnshire ST  Nottinghamshire 3 - possible  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Ruthamford Central 3 - possible  
SSW  Cambridge AFW  Stort (5) 3 - possible  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Ruthamford South 3 - possible  
AWS  Bourne AWS  South Fenland 3 - possible  
AWS  North Fenland AWS  South Fenland 3 - possible  
AWS  Ruthamford North AWS  Ruthamford West 3 - possible  
NWL  Northern Central AWS  South Norfolk Rural 3 - possible  
AWS  South Norfolk Rural AWS  Ixworth 3 - possible  

NWL  Northern Central 
AWS  Norwich and the 
Broads 3 - possible  

AWS  South Norfolk Rural AWS  Thetford 3 - possible  
SSW  Cambridge AWS  Newmarket 3 - possible  
SSW  Cambridge AWS  Ely 3 - possible  
AWS  Norwich and the 
Broads AWS  North Norfolk Coast 3 - possible  
AFW  Brett (8) AWS  South Essex 3 - possible  
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Table E1 continued Summary of responses from water companies when asked to constrain transfers 
identified as promising within cost-effective portfolios of the unconstrained list of transfers  

 

 
  
  

From WRZ To WRZ Feasibility score Reason for infeasibility 

AWS  Sudbury AWS  South Essex 3 - possible  
NWL  Blyth AWS  East Suffolk 3 - possible  
NWL  Hartismere AWS  Ixworth 3 - possible  

NWL  Kielder 
YWS  Yorkshire Surface Water 
Grid 3 - possible  

ST  Strategic Grid AWS  Ruthamford West 2 - unlikely 
Due to ecological 
constraints 

ST  Strategic Grid AWS  Ruthamford North 2 - unlikely 
Due to ecological 
constraints 

ST  Strategic Grid AWS  South Lincolnshire 2 - unlikely 
Due to ecological 
constraints 

UUX  Strategic Resource 
Zone ST  Strategic Grid 2 - unlikely 

Insufficient distribution 
capacity of receiving WRZ 

AWS  South Lincolnshire ST  Rutland 2 - unlikely Other 

ST  Newark ST  Nottinghamshire 2 - unlikely Other 

ST  North Staffs ST  Strategic Grid 2 - unlikely Other 

HDY  Wrexham HDY  Saltney 2 - unlikely Other 

HDY  Llandinam and 
Llanwrin HDY  Llanfyllin 2 - unlikely Other 

ST  Ruyton HDY  Llanfyllin 2 - unlikely Other 

DCW  Bala HDY  Llanfyllin 2 - unlikely Other 

ST  Mardy HDY  Llanfyllin 2 - unlikely Other 

ST  Strategic Grid TWS  SWOX 2 - unlikely 
Due to ecological 
constraints 

SSW  COMPANY AREA ST  Strategic Grid 1 - impossible 
Prevented by 
regulation/law 

DCW  South Meirionydd DCW  Tywyn Aberdyfi 1 - impossible Other 
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Appendix F – Responses to the technical queries/challenges 
 
Suggestion: Model could consider minimum deployable output (MDO), peak deployable 
output (PDO) etc. 
Response: We have not changed the model to address this point as the data are not available. 
We feel this level of detail is beyond the scope of a strategic national-scale supply-demand 
model.  
 
Question: How does the model consider utilisation of transfers or local sources between 
normal and dry weather conditions when looking at the trade-offs? 
Response: Capex and opex have not been separated within costs in model (AISC). The model 
does not have a supply/demand balance that is not a dry year. Options are aggregated at the 
zone scale as a national-scale simplification. AISC is calculated assuming 100% utilization as 
per assumptions in the WRP Tables. Note that the model is able to select a portion of an 
option between 0% and 100% and cost is scaled according to the option selected by the 
model.  
 
Question/suggestion: WAFU varies depending on who is utilising it – would that be simple to 
include? On utilisation, it might be a good idea to do it based on sensitivity analysis, i.e., 
drawing different pareto fronts based on 10%, 5% etc. 
Response: Have not followed this up as out of scope of project. 
 
Question: If there are new potential options from the regional groups, how will these be 
incorporated?  
Response: Model is generalised and can handle changes to input option dataset. In future, 
option datasets could be hosted online, with a selected group having edit privileges. Options 
could be uploaded and model runs updated. 
 
Question: There is limited capacity in water companies. What is the most added value that 
this model can offer? At the moment, the model is duplicating a lot of what the regional 
models are already representing.  
Response: This model enables a relatively independent cross-check of options selected by 
regional modelling groups. Of interest are the potential future transfers between regions.. 
This is a first national-scale least-cost water supply option assessment tool aiming to identify 
strategic cost-effective supply-transfers portfolios at a national scale. 
 
Question: Is there an intension to include other sector demands in this model?  
Response: Not at present. DOs would need to be prepared for other sectors. 
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Appendix G – Further Adjusted Costs 
The objective of this work completed by Vivid Economics was to show the sensitivity of Atkins 
modelling method to suspected data inconsistency and efficiency variation. 
 
Vivid identified three potential sources of variability in AISC costs observed for similar options 
between the companies:  

• inconsistencies in accounting/data;  

• differences in company efficiency;  

• exogenous factors that affect efficient costs. 

While untangling all these factors would be well beyond the scope of the project, Vivid 
focused on two factors that are likely responsible for much of the variation in AISC: data 
inconsistencies and scheme size as an exogenous factor that affects efficient costs. 
 
Vivid’s robustness check entailed a case-by-case adjustment for each category of supply 
options, to carry out obvious corrections such as removing outliers, unreasonable values (e.g. 
negative AISCs), and duplicate schemes (retaining only the minimum AISC option). This 
adjustment was made to correct potential data inconsistencies. 
 
Moreover, an econometric analysis was conducted for each category of supply options to 
determine whether some of the variation in AISC could be explained by scheme size, an 
exogenous factor. This step included an adjustment of ‘parallel lines’, where necessary, i.e. if 
little AISC variation was found between differently-sized schemes of the same provider, but 
significant variation between schemes of different providers, these ‘parallel lines’ in the 
scatterplot were aligned. The rationale behind the econometric analysis is that companies 
may experience economies of scale for some categories of supply options, implying lower 
AISC for larger schemes. 
 
Figure G1 below summarises the two assessments that have been carried out as part of Vivid’s 
sensitivity analysis.  
 

 

Figure G1: Vivid proposed options for generating consistent costs for WRMP schemes. The highlighted 
approach was the one that was used. 
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Depending on the outcome of the econometric analysis, different adjustment methods were 
proposed (besides the universally applied case-by-case adjustment): 

• Economies-of-scale (EoS) adjustment: If a linear relationship between scheme size and cost is 
detected in the econometric analysis and this relationship is reasonable (i.e. negative), 
adjusted AISCs are derived from the regression equation as the fitted value. Where necessary, 
obviously unreasonable outcomes that would reduce robustness - such as negative fitted 
values - were removed. 

• Unweighted average (UA) AISC separated by scheme size: If the relationship between scheme 
size and cost was found to be of binary rather than linear nature, adjusted AISCs were 
calculated as the unweighted average of Atkins cost within different size brackets, typically 
with 50Ml/d as a cut-off point.  

• Unweighted average (UA) AISC: Where no relationship between scheme size and cost could 
be discerned, adjusted AISCs adopted a value equal to the unweighted average of Atkins costs 
within the relevant category of supply options. 

To avoid bias, all observations within the same category of supply options were treated in the 
same way. Moreover, all adjusted AISCs were calculated with and without an efficiency 
challenge of 2.9%, the unweighted average of FD water shallow-dive efficiency factors across 
companies. 
 
Figure G2 shows which of these approaches were applied to certain broad categories of 
options. 
 

 
Figure G2: Vivid recommendations for estimating consistent costs for WRMP schemes 
 
 
The remainder of Appendix F is dedicated to presenting the relationship between AISCs and scheme 
size for each of the broad categories of supply options, including a depiction of the chosen adjustment 
method, after the case-by-case adjustment has been carried out. 
Desalination (Figure G3): The relationship between scheme size and cost appears unreasonable as it 
is positive. Yet, the cost appears to differ significantly between small (< 50 Ml/d) and large schemes. 
Hence, a UA separated by size approach is recommended. 
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Figure G3: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for desalination schemes 
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New reservoir (Figure G4): The relationship between scheme size and cost exists but it is weak. A cost 
difference between smaller and larger schemes is not discernible. Hence, a UA approach is 
recommended. 

 
 

 
Figure G4: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for new reservoir schemes. 
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Reservoir enlargement (Figure G5): The relationship between scheme size and cost appears 
unreasonable as it is positive. Yet, the cost appears to differ between small (< 50 Ml/d) and large 
schemes. Hence, a UA separated by size approach is recommended. 
 

 

 

Figure G5: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for reservoir enlargement schemes. 
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Effluent reuse (Figure G6): The relationship between scheme size and cost appears unreasonable as 
it is positive. Yet, the cost appears to differ significantly between small (< 50 Ml/d) and large schemes. 
Hence, a UA separated by size approach is recommended. 
 

 

 

 

Figure G6: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for effluent reuse schemes. 
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Bulk transfers (Figure G7): The relationship between scheme size and cost is negligible. Yet, the cost 
appears to differ between small (< 100 Ml/d) and large schemes. Hence, a UA separated by size 
approach is recommended. 
 
 

 

Figure G7: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for bulk transfer schemes. 
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New groundwater (Figure G8): The relationship between scheme size and cost exists and is 
reasonable. Specifically, scheme size explains 3% of total variation in AISC between schemes. To 
capture this, an economies-of-scale approach is recommended. 

 

 

 

Figure G8: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for new groundwater schemes. 
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Groundwater enhancement (Figure G9): The relationship between scheme size and cost exists and is 
reasonable. Specifically, scheme size explains 9% of total variation in AISC between schemes. To 
capture this, an economies-of-scale approach is recommended. 

 

 

 

Figure G9: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for groundwater enhancement schemes. 
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Aquifer recharge (Figure G10): The relationship between scheme size and cost exists and is 
reasonable. Specifically, scheme size explains 21% of total variation in AISC between schemes. To 
capture this, an economies-of-scale approach is recommended. 

 

 

 

Figure G10: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for aquifer recharge schemes. 
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New surface water (Figure G11): The relationship between scheme size and cost exists and is 
reasonable. Specifically, scheme size explains 35% of total variation in AISC between schemes. To 
capture this, an economies-of-scale approach is recommended. 

 

 

 

Figure G11: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for new surface water schemes. 
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Surface water enhancement (Figure G12): The relationship between scheme size and cost appears 
unreasonable as it is positive. A cost difference between smaller and larger schemes is not discernible. 
Hence, a UA approach is recommended. 

 

 

 

Figure G12: Atkins AISC cost vs scheme size for surface water enhancement schemes. 

 
 

 


